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SMALL HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER DEVELOPMENT IN THE NORTHERN AREA,

PAKISTAN, OCTOBER 1988

1 INTRODUCTION

In March 1988 NORAD sent a delegation to Pakistan to evaluate

possible Norwegian participation in rural electrification

development in Pakistan. One of the conclusions was that Norway

should consider to assist Pakistan in the planning and develop-

ment of small hydro power plants (SHP) in the Northern Area,

which consists of Gilgit, Baltistan and Diamar districts.

To improve NORAD's background knowledge and to prepare the terms

of reference (TOR) for later consultancy services, another

mission was sent to Pakistan, organized and headed by the

Norwegian Resident Representative to Pakistan, Mr. Per Skogstad.

The other mission members were:

Mr. Fredrik Barth, Professor social anthropology

Mr. Sverre Husebye, M.sc. Physical geography (NVE)

Mr. Torodd Jensen, Hydro power engineer (NVE)

Appendix 1: TOR for the October mission

Appendix 2: List of meetings, persons met and site visits.

The mission stayed in Pakistan from the 10th to the 24th of

October. The information given in the meetings is included in our

conclusion and in the description of the situation in general, as

well as in the description of the different sites.
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2 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 General


Together with the NORAD Representative to Pakistan this October

mission consisted of a hydro power engineer, a physical geogra-

pher and a social anthropologist. Spesific named projects in the

Northern Area should be investigated to improve NORAD's back-

ground for decission making on how to be involved in rural

electrification. The sites proposed by the Northern Area Public

Works Department (NAPWD) were:

TANGIR SHP project 2MW

DARMADAR SHP project 1-4 MW

NOMAL SHP project 2 MW

KACHURA SHP project 2 MW

GHOWARI SHP project 2-10 MW

MAHDIABAD SHP project 1 MW

SHP: Small Hydro Power

During our stay in the Northern Area, the proposed schemes and

some existing hydro power stations were visited. There are no

conflicting views or disagreement as regards our conclusions, and

our recommendations were positively met both in NAPWD and in

WAPDA.

2.2 H droelectric situation

In the Northern Area, 75 small hydro electric power plants will

be in operation in the near future. Some of the present existing

40 power plants lack proper maintenanceand the daily operation
is difficult. The frequent occurence of power failures and load

shedding lead to increased strain for the employees of NAPWD.

There are no local facilities for even the smallest maintenance

work on el/mech equipment, and they have to wait for weeks to get

even the simplest repair work done.

The layout for plants already in operation is based on experience

from the construction and operation of irrigation channels. It is

clear that intake and waterway solutions can be improved. The

el/mech equipment in the power stations consists of several types
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of technology, and originating from different manufacturers.

There are quality differences, which means that a 20 year old

turbine can be better than a one year old one.

The estimate of present demand in the Northern Area is 78 MW

which far exeeds what can be produced by constructing small hydro

power plants (up to 10 MW). Areas presently without electricity

are pressing to be able to join in. There are, however, no

existing transmission lines to carry power from future medium

scaled power schemes (10-50MW). The mission therefore concludes

that small hydro power plants should be built near villages where

there is no or little electric power available. The six schemes

mentioned in 2.1 will give electricity to such villages.

2.3 Socio-cultural as ects.

In the rural areas presently supplied, electric power for

domestic use has had a marked welfare effect, benefiting woman

and children equally with men in their daily lives. It is also a

stimulus to the development of cottage industries and small

enterprises. There is no doupt that extension to further areas

would be beneficial. It should be stressed, however, that a

social scientist should work together with the consultant

concerning the implementation of the small hydroelectric schemes

and the running of the mech/-el workshop. This may reduce

cultural misunderstandings and ease the recruitment of personnel.

A social scientist co-operating with locals may improve the

chance of reaching the target group (poor people) when local

infrastructure is built as power becomes available.

2.4 Environmental as ects

The site visits to the proposed projects showed that the develop-

ment of the schemes will lead to minor negative effect or none at

all. The waterresources in the small rivers are limited during

the low discharge periode in the early spring (February/ March).

In this periode there might be a conflict between irrigation and
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hydro electric production. There were, however, a clear under-

standing that irrigation had first priority to water. Where

problems occur it could be solved by lift irrigation pumps or by

reduced electric production.

In Tangir there seemed to be no such problems at all because the

snowmelting in this area starts before the sowing periode. In

Nomal, however, the need for irrigation water must be included in

the plans. The conclusion is that all the projects evaluated can

be implemented.

To meet the power demand in more populated areas like Gilgit town

in the future, the development of 19-20 mw schemes (medium

scaled) seems to be a necessity. They can be built in the large

rivers or be a part of multipurpose schemes in the tributaries.

The medium scaled schemes will reduce the need for development of

small power plants higher up in the streams, which may sooner or

later threaten the wildlife and bird biotops in more fertile

zones of the mountains.

Parri and Hanzal schemes are example of medium scaled schemes

which should be considered for implementation to meet the power

demand in Gilgit town. The environmental effects of these schemes

are unknown. There is, however, both a need and wish for transfer

of knowledge and training in the environmental field.

There seems to be a lack of reliable hydrological data for the

planning of hydroelectric projects in the tributaries. Improved

hydrological foundation should be considered to be able to

develop small hydro power plants which will have to be runned in

close coorperation with irrigation schemes.

The knowledge of both the characteristica and the amount of

sediments are important in planning and evaluation of the long

term efficiency of turbines, intake and dams. No sediment data

were available in connection with the small schemes. In the

sedimentological field there might be a need for transfer of

technonoly and training.
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2.5 CONCLUSIONS

A team with special knowhow on upgrading and refurbishing

turbines and electric equipment should, together with a

civil engineer with knowhow on intake and waterway problems,

be sendt to Pakistan as soon as possible to evaluate

spesifically mentioned plants in operation (Kargah phase 5

(200 kW), Hassanabad phase 1 and 2 (160,400 kW), Skardu

phase 1(320 kW)). The report from the team should give

background knowledge for TOR for upgrading/refurbishing work

on the mentioned plants. These plants should have first

priority because they can be examples for other plants in

similar situation.

The planning for the immediate construction of an el/mech

workshop to allow local repair work should be given same

priority like A. This workshop will benefit the whole area,

and it should be located in Gilgit. Employees from NAPWD

should be trained by Norwegian manufactures, preferably at

the same time when the work concerning A is carried out. The

same manufacturers should assist in the daily running of

the workshop the first one to two years.

Of the six schemes mentioned, we have chosen two for

immediate development. TANGIR SHP will give power to an

isolated valley where only a few houses have electricity

today. This scheme is also given first priority in NAPWD.

NOMAL SHP will also give power to villages presently without

electricity. Even more important is that the implementation

of this scheme will give the power needed to run the

workshop at Gilgit, power which for the moment is un-

available. To serve the workshop it is necessary to

construct a 30 km long 33 KV line from Nomal to Gilgit. This

construction could start first year. Tangir and Nomal costs

less each kW and have the highest score both regarding
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socio culturel and environment aspects compared to the

other schemes. We suggest that detailed studies are carried

out, without feasibility studies. TOR will give the scope of

work and the necessary co-operation with employees at NAPWD

and WAPDA.

A hydrological engineer should participate in the first

visit to Pakistan to evaluate present hydrological knowledge

concerning the schemes and if necessary install hydrological

gauging stations in Tangir and Nomal rivers.

Small hydel plants have been constructed the last 25 years

in the Northern area, and the area is now facing the demand

for implementation of medium scaled hydro power plants. We

therefore suggest that the Norwegian contribution should

also include the following:

A review of the existing feasibility study for the PARRI

multi purpose scheme. Output 10-20 MW and irrigation of

20,000 acres of dry land. This scheme requires solutions in

which Norwegian technology is at its very best, and the

review can give important information to engineers in

WAPDA.

A review of the existing feasibility study for the HANZAL

(Gilgit) scheme (6-15 MW) to find out if this low head run

of the river scheme is feasible or not. This work should

also include a pre-feasibility study on alternative sites in

the Gilgit river.

If sufficient budget, the study for implementation of

DARMADAR (1-3 MW) and MEHDIABAD (1 MW) SHP should start one

year after the studies for TANGIR and NOMAL. The construc-

tion budget for TANGIR, NOMAL, mech/el workshop and refur-

bishing of the mentioned existing plants will then be

known. The Kachura scheme will be implemented by NAPWD

themselves and the team found that the Ghowari scheme would
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be expensive unless constructed as a 10 MW scheme. Priority

on medium scaled projects should be given to schemes which

would serve the Gilgit area since Gilgit is the capital in

the Northern Area.

2.6 Remarks and annual cost estimate.

A special TOR should be written for items A and B and another for

C and D. For the work under C and D, one engineer from WAPDA

should join the consultant from the very beginning, and work

together with him in Pakistan and Norway. This engineer should

have attended the one year hydro power course at Norwegian

Technical University, NTH. Another engineer from WAPDA should

start on the NTH course in September 1989. After having completed

this theoretical course, he should join the consultant and work

with him until the mentioned schemes are commissioned.

The studies on medium scaled power plants will give the oppor-

tunity not only to transfer knowhow on planning underground

schemes to WAPDA, but also transfer knowhow on environmental

problems to an environmental office at WAPDA, which is planned to

be established.

ANNUAL COST ESTIMATE

Refurbish/upgrading mission

Kargah 5 (uprating)

Hasssanabad 1,2 (upgrading,refurbishing)

	

1989 1990 1991 1992

Million NOK

0,4

	

5,0 10,6

Skardu 1 (refurbishing)





Workshop (equipment, constr., supervision) 12,5 3,6 1,0 0,5

33 KV-line Nomal-Gilgit (constr.) 1,7 3,3




Training, visits 1,4





Tangir, Nomal (detailed study) 4,0





Tangir,Nomal (constr., training,

establish office)




20,5 35,0 20,5

Review medium scaled ro'ects




3 0




Bud et mill NOK 01.01.1989 25 41 36 21
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3 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

3.1 H dro electric ower as ects

3.1.1 Hydro Electric Generating and Electric Demand

The Northern Area consists of Gilgit, Baltistan and Diamar

districts situated between longitude 62-76 degree East and

latitude 34-36,5 degree North. Total area is about 69600 square

km. The population of the Northern Area was 0.65 million in 1981.

The distribution of the population follows the lines of streams

and rivers on the alluvial fans where water is available. The

total requirement for electric power is about 78 MW, which

includes domestic, commercial and industrial demand.

The mountainous terrain with a lot of water resources makes the

Northern Area suitable for hydro electric generation on small,

medium and large scale production. Since the population is

located in the valleys, the development efforts so far have

concentrated on building small hydel stations to serve the

villages. Except for powerstations situated in the same nullah,

very few powerplants are interconnected in a grid. The existing

transmission lines are built to deliver the power over short dis-

tances, as it normally is 11 KV leading the power to a distri-

bution grid.

The present production from 40 existing small hydro electric

powerstations is 8.5 MW. 35 small hydel schemes are under

construction. These stations will generate an additional power of

22 MW by 1991. Sites for the construction of additional 19 hydel

projects have been identified in the Northern Area. It is

expected that another 22 MW electricity can be generated if all

the sites are found feasible and developed (see details of data

and location map in Appendix 3 and 4).
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Six of the 19 sites have been selected as priority projects.

TANGIR HYDEL PROJECT 
 2 MW, DIAMAR DISTRICT

DARMADAR HYDEL PROJECT 1-4 MW, GILGIT DISTRICT

NOMAL HYDEL PROJECT 
 2 MW, GILGIT DISTRICT

KACHURA HYDEL PROJECT 
 2 MW, SKARDU DISTRICT

GHOWARI HYDEL PROJECT 
 2-10 MW, SKARDU DISTRICT

MEHDIABAD HYDEL PROJECT 1 MW, SKARDU DISTRICT

From NA PWD top priority is given to Darmadar and Tangir valleys.

The very high mountains with glaciers and the climate of warm

summers and cold winters, give large variation of water flow in

the rivers. The whole area is dry, but the melting season from

May to September gives a very high flow in the big and small

rivers, hence there is no lack of water during summertime.

Wintertime, however, with little water flow in the small rivers

sets the limitationfor hydro electricgenerating.In the nullahs

where the small plants are located there are few potential

reservoirsites. Therefore, to cover the electricity demand

during wintertime, the NA PWD is forced to look for sites in the

bigger rivers like the Gilgit river. Hydro power plants in the

big rivers will be RUN OF THE RIVER PLANTS with little or no

regulation potential. For peak load time during winter season it

is therefore necessary to have backup diesel units where the

hydel production is limited.

According to the available information, WAPDA will be responsible

for the planning and implementation of hydro electric power

plants with output more than 5MW. NA PWD will be responsible for

the development of hydel plants with output less than 5 MW. WAPDA

will, however, be given the opportunity to comment on all pro-

jects.
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3.1.2 Existing Small Hydro Electric Power Plants

All of the SHP visited was run of the river plants with a simple

intake construction, feeder channel, pipeline and a power house

on the surface. The intake construction normally caused problems

both during the high flow season (stones and siltation in the

waterway) and during the low flow season (leakages to the river).

Appendix 7,fig 2. The head race channels were constructed to give

high water velocity. The reason for this was that it reduced the

cross section of the channel (which was less expensive), and the

fear of freezing during cold winter weeks. However, the high

velocity also caused icing problems within the channels as well

as in the forebay and trashrack in front of the pipeline. App 7,

fig 1. The pipelines and equipments in the power stations always

consisted of two or more units. One of the reasons for this was

bad access roads which prevented heavy and voluminous construc-

tions (App 7, fig 3,4). The silty water caused problems to the

turbines and gaide vanes and some runners (especially the cross

flow runners) had to be regularly repared. According to our

informers, some of the turbines in operation had very low

efficiency.

The generators normally had 1500 rpm. The rotation of the turbine

runners was raised by gear. The transmission voltage is 11 KV

from the power stations to the local 400 V grid. Some places

upgrading of the transmission line to 33KV could be feasible. In

general only powerplants in the same watercourse were connected

to the same grid.

To get information on local knowhow of construction and operation

of SHP plants, the following existing stations were visited

(stations in other nullahs than the proposed 6 schemes):

KARGAH PHASE 1,2,3,4,5,6 AND 7 (power for Gilgit town)

HASSANABAD PHASE 1 AND 2 (power for Hunza village)

SKARDU PHASE 1 AND 2 (power for Skardu village)
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3.1.3 Maintenance and Operation

No local workshop is available to repair even uncomplicated

damage of parts of turbines, generators or panels. The parts are

brought to Lahore for fabrication and repair. This consumes time

and money, in addition to the inconvenience to the consumers

facing the blackouts for days and days, before the parts arrive

from Lahore.

No training facilities are available for engineers and techni-

cians on the machinery. The engineers and technicians who are

responsible for installation of the turbo generating stations and

their future maintenance, need proper,training on similar

machinery in the manufacturers' workshops. In this way they will

be able to rectify machinery faults during operation.
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.2 Socio-culturalas ects

3.2.1 Populationand culturalposition

The NorthernArea comprisesa territoryof some 27 000 sq miles with

low populationdensity and scatteredsettlements.The local economy is

based on irrigationagriculture,and stockbreeding/dairyproduction.

Staple crops are wheat and maize, with a number of subsidiarycrops

inludingmillet and buckwheat,apricotsand other fruits,walnuts,po-

tatoes.Main domesticanimals are cattle,goats and sheep, with yak

and yak-cow crossbredsin the north and east. Donkeys are still exten-

sively used for transport.In the southwesternzone, there is also a

considerableextractionof timber.

The area is sociallyand culturallydiverse.Most areas have for many

centuriesbeen organizedin small, centralizedkingdomswith a varying

degree of independenceor linkage to Kashimir;the remainingareas

have been stateless (anarchic)tribalgroups,each localitygoverning

itself through councilmeetingsof free equals.Religion is universal-

ly Muslim, with Sunnis, Shiahs and Ismailisrepresented.Of these,

Sunnis are more or less cosely linkedwith the down-countryPakistani

mainstream;Shiahs have a long traditionof initimatescholarlycon-

tact with centres in Najaf (Iraq)and more recentlyQom (Iran);while

Ismailishave their unitary,cosmoplitanorganizationled by the Aga

Khan.

Ethnologically,there are severaldistinctcomponents:

Gilgit area is Shina-speaking,traditionallyorganizedin several

small kingdoms,and mainly of the Shiah and also Ismailipersuasion.

Gilgit town has long been a centre for the area, and has a mixed popu-

lation of all the differentpeople of the region, and presently a

total populationof ca 50 000.

Hunza valley is composedof the traditionalkingdomsof Hunza and

Nagar, both Burushaski-speaking(a languageof no known affinity).

Hunza is Ismaili in religion,Nagar is Shiah.

Baltistanwas a traditionalkingdombased on Skardu.The language is a

Tibetan dialect, and religionis overwhelminglyShiah.

Hydro-electric Pakistan



Kohistan is composedof various tribal and traditionallystatlessso-

cieties speakingShina and severalother languagesof the Dardic

branch of the Indian stock. All these groups are of Sunni persuasion.

Gujars form an additionalgroup, scatteredthroughmost of the high-

lands areas as a transhumantor nomadic populationof small stock

breeders.They occupy the high mountainpasturesand the highest agri-

culturalsettlements,and speak Gujri, a languageof lowlandsaffini-

ty. They embrace the Sunni faith.

3.2.2 Socio-culturaleffectsof electrificationand estimatesof

demand

The NorthernArea is an extremelypoor area due to the marginal envi-

ronment and limitednatural resources.The differentlocal cultures

have, however,developeda set of remarkablysuccessfulecologic adap-

tations,throughextensiveterracing,irrigation,crop and stock com-

binations,and carefullybalanceddevelopmentand utilizationof re-

sources.Over the last twentyyears the governmenthas also invested

considerablefunds in development,and rapid change is under way

through the constructionof roads,educationaland health facilities,

security,and civil administration.Electrificationis an important

and valuable componentof this development.

Present suppliesof electricitygo overwhelminglyto domestic illumi-

niation and illuminationof public offices and schools.Large areas

are still without electricityand depend entirelyon kerosene lamps

(keroseneis availableat 3 Rps/liter)or even chil, small torchesof

harpic-saturatedwood. Heating and cooking are by open wood fire.

These practicescause great problemsof smoke and soot in dwellings,

restrictionson all non-daylightactivities,and rising pressureof

over-exploitationon natural vegetation.Provisionof electric light

is stronglyesired by the whole population,and is particularlyat-

tractiveas it is made availableat the price of 0.26 Rps/kWh (the

equilvalentof 0.08 NOK) and an installationfee of Rps. 100, expenses

apparentlywithin the means of nearly all households.

The main benefitsof electricityare seen by the people as the avail-

ability of early morning and especiallyevening light for housework

19
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and other in-doorsactivities,reducedsoot and smoke in the houses,

reduced time spent collectingwood, enhancedfacilitiesfor the child-

ren who attend school to do their studies and homework (theyare gene-

rally needed to assist in productivetasks during after-schoolday-

light hours), as well as generallyenhancedcomforts.It should be

noted that these are benefitswhich reach women and children to even

greater extent than men; and the facilitiesare so eagerly sought that

where availablethey are limitedto a maximum of 0.2-0.5 kW/consumer/

household,so as to reach a maximumnumber of households.There is,

moreover,an expresseddemand for increaseddomesticsupplies,to be

used for supplementaryheating,hot water, and power for minor house-

hold appliances.Demand is currentlyestimatedto be ca 1 kW/household

during peak hours. This is probablyonly a preliminarylevel, which

will be raised within few years.

Public demand will also expand, as more and better facilitiesof

schools,hospitalsand dispensaries,and administrativeoffices are

developed.In the town of Gilgit, and other local centres, there may

also be a need for public street lighting.

Finally increasingelectrificationof productiveand commercialacti-

vities is eagerly anticipated.In areas where electricityis avail-

able, electric flour mills, saws for producingbuildingmaterials,and

auto repair workshopshave appeared,and more will be establishedas

soon as furtherelectricalpower becomes available.Commercialand en-

trepreneurialinterestsare also impatientto be able to establish

sewing/tailoringbusinesses,refrigerationfacilities,fruit proces-

sing and canning,and expandingfacilitiesfor tourism.Areas present-

ly without electricityare pressingto be able to join in all the de-

velopmenthere listed.With regard to irrigation,on the other hand,

local developmentcontinuesto be based on gravity flow in long chan-

nels, rather than pumps. A preliminaryevaluationwould seem to sup-

port this policy both for ecologicand culturalreasons and because of

the scarcityof energy in the foreseablefuture;and the team will

consequentlynot give priority to exploringthe possibilitiesfor lift

irrigationand sprinklerschemesexcept under very special conditions.
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. . Environmentalas ects

3.3.1 General

Geographically,Pakistancomprisesthree main regions: 1) The mountai-

nous north where three of the world's great mountain ranges meet: The

Hindu Kush, the Karakoramsand the Himalayas.2) The Baluchistanin

the south-westwhich is an enormousbut sparselypopulatedplateau

(covers44 percent of Pakistan'stotal area). 3) Punjab and Sind which

covers the plains of the Indus River and its five main tributaries.

Apart from these irrigatedplains,Pakistanis largelybarren mounta-

ins and arid plateau.Except for Baluchistan,the Indus river drains

the whole country.

3.3.2 Geology

The NorthernArea is dominatedby the Karakoramsand partly the Hima-

layas which are among the highest and youngestmountainsin the world.

In Pakistan there are 82 peaks that rise more than 7000 m above sea

level. Nearly all of them are to be found within the NorthernArea.

The world's second highestmountain,the K-2 (8611m.a.s1),Rakaposhi

(7788m.a.s1) and the Nanga-Parbat(8125m.a.s1) are some well known

peaks within the region.

Throughoutthe Karakoramslength the outstandingorographicfeatures

are:

The arcuate and parallelmountainranges with northwardconvexity.

Their trend: E-W or NW-SE.

The swingingof the strike of rocks consequenton that of the

ranges.

A wide varity of sedimentary,igneousand metamorphicrocks are

exposed in the area (tab 1). Since these rocks are the source of the

soil materials,the latter exhibit large variationsin mineralogic

make-up etc. from place to place.
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Tab. 1 Geology at Hanzal, Gilgit river (fromWAPDA).

STRATIGRAPHY

SYSTEM GROUP THICKNESS CHARACTER

Quarternary




0-100 ft Lake deposits,mo-

rains stream gra-

vels, alluvium

Tertiary Granodiorite

Hornblends

Granite

Unknown Biorite,Granodio-

rite, Biotite,

Granite,Pegmatite,

Hornblende,Gneiss,

Hornblendtite

Cretaceus Yasin Group 2000 ft Limestone,Tuff,





Quartzitic,Lime-

stone

Mesozoic Greenstone Several Epidorite,Dole-




Group thousand

feet

rite, Basalt,

Andesite,Hornblend

gneiss

Permian

Carboniferous

Darkot Group 14,100 ft Slates, Quartzite,

limestone,gneiss

3.3.3 Geologicalhistory

The geologicalhistory and formationof the Karakoramsand Himalayas

can be explainedas follows.In pre-Himalayandays, the area was occu-

pied by the Sea of Tethys lying between two continentsof ancienthard

rocks, Angaralandto the north and Gondwanalandto the south. Sedimen-

tary materialsin enormousquantitieswere accumulatedlayer upon

layer. The sandy materialsforming the sandstonewhile organic remains

such as shells and the bones of sea animalsbecame limestone.About 55

million years ago the northward-driftingIndian geologicalplate col-

lided with the Asian plate and the sea of Tethys was compressedand
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contortedinto fold mountains.The uplift of the mountainscontinued

in several intermittentphases, separatedby long periods of time. The

Indian plate is still driftingnorthwardsat about 5 cm a year, caus-

ing the mountainsto rise about 7 mm in the same period. Because of

this the area is geologicalunstableand earthquakesare a common fea-

ture. The Indus River with its tremendousgorge between Besham and

Chilas flows in this unstablecollisionbelt where there is an earth

tremor,on average,every threeminutes.Earthquakesin the Northern

Area may result in minor damage on the small scaled schemes.Since the

constructionsare small, this will not lead to any seriousnegative,

additionaleffects on the environment.

3.3.4 Geomorphology

The NorthernArea was glaciatedduring Quarternary.The landforms

reflect the erosional,depositonaland landformingprocessesof glaci-

ers, such as: U-shaped-and hangingvalleys,step-likegradient,cir-

cues, differenttypes of moraines,erratics,glaciofluvial-and gla-

ciolacustrinesediments.Becauseof the recent subaerilerosionalpro-

cesses the young and active landformsoften dominatethe old ice-

sculpturedlandscape.Sedimentaryand unconsolidatedrocks, steep

hillsidesand lack of vegetationcover favorizethe denudationand

erosionalprocesses.Most common are frost and chemicalweathering,

mass movement as land and rockslidesand differentkinds of fluvial

erosion.

Featuressuch as gullies,ravines,canyons in both rock and loose ma-

terial, fans, terraces,flood plains, and braided streams are most

frequent.The origin of the fans are both slides and fluvialdepositi-

on. In severalplaces differentgenerationsof fans, fluvial-and qu-

arternarydepositsare to be seen.

The active sedimentproducingprocessescombinedwith large accumula-

tions of sedimentsalong the hillsidesand valley floors togetherwith

the high mountainglacierscreate rich sedimentsources of all kinds

of particlesto the rivers.

The rich flow of sedimentto the streams and rivers results in heavy

sedimentload. Both suspendedand bedload transportare importantpro-

cesses.The amount of sedimentschanges throughoutthe year due to the
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variationsin discharge.The highestvalues occur in the spring and

summer months when there is snow and glacialmelting in the mountain

areas.

3.3.5 Hydrology

The hydrologyin the NorthernArea is dominatedby three months of low

water flow during the winter (Dec.-Feb.)and high flow in spring/

summer due to snow and glacialmelting in the high mountain areas.

Because of the low precipitation(100-200mm/year)and high evaporation

many streams are ephemeralor intermittent.The perennialstreams

which are of interestfor irrigation,water supply and hydro-electric

power drain high mountainareas with sufficientprecipitationwithin

their water-sheds.Further south in the Chilas region there is more

precipitationbecause of the monsooneffect.

The glacier and snow-fedIndus river above Basha does not show extreme

variationsin annual average flows (tab 2).

Tab 2

Annual average flow at Basha (152,100km2) locatedbetween Partab

Bridge (1962-79)and Barzin (1974-79).The flow is estimatedon the

basis of a uniform runoff (m3/km2)between the two stations (from

WAPDA):

TYPE OF FLOW DISCHARGE

m3/s

Long term average 1970

Maximum annual average 2660

Minimum annual average 1600

Maximum monthly average (July73) 8370

Minimum monthly average (Feb.63) 287
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The river regime is quite regular.Flows start to rise in early spring

reachingthe peak in July or August.The melting season ends in Sep-

tember.Flow recessionproceedsregularlyduring winter until the next

spring.

Based on hydrologicaldata the 100 year flow is 11 700 m3/s. One im-

portant featureof studies in the Indus and other rivers such as the

Gilgit river are the natural dam outburstfloods.More frequently,

glacial formed dams which impoundin tributaryvalleys, are overtopped

or collapsesuddenlyformingflood waves. Natural dams due to large

landslidesare known to occur in river basins. The failureof such

dams have created large flood waves in both the Indus and Gilgit

rivers. Floods causedby such events are estimatedto have equaled or

exceeded40 000 m3/s (Indus)as much as four times since 1833. The

20 000 m3/s flow was equaledor exceededat least nine times during

the 1833-1933period, correspondingto a recurrenceintervalof 11

years. Floods caused by outburstof glacial formed dams seems to have

exceeded 11 000 m3/s at least seventeentimes in 100 years, with a

frequencyof one in six years.

3.3.6 Climate

Climaticallythe region has considerablediversity.The precipitation

varys from north to south and with altitude.The valley floors in the

north get the least precipitation.Turning south the precipitation

increasesfrom about 150 mm/year in Gilgit to about 500 mm/year in

Tangir. Because of lower temperaturesthe evaporationdecreasesand

the condensationincreaseswith altitudein the mountains.In the

higher mountainsthere is perennialsnow, while the temperaturein the

valleys exceeds 300C in summer.The winters are cold, frequentlybelow

-10°C (Dec.-Feb.).The variationbetweennight and day temperaturemay

also be considerable.The reason is the radiationduring the night and

the sun heating during the day.

The snow cover in winter varies from approx. 10-20 cm in the valleys

to severalmetres in the mountains.

The climate is continental.In the lower parts it is arid/semiarid

while the climate in the mountainsmay be characterizedas cold to

polar continentalwith winter precipitation.
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3.3.7 Vegetation

The natural vegetationis sparse and reflectsthe climaticconditions.

In the higher mountainsabove 4600 m.a.sl. ice caps, glaciersand per-

manent snow-fieldsmay rise to thousandsof metres above the snow

line. The edges of these vast ice masses constitutea specialhabitat,

cold and arid, called snow desert.During summer which is of short du-

ration, these deserts are covered,althoughsparsely,with herbaceous

vegetation.This region constitutesthe most importantwater resource

of Pakistan in summer.

Between 3400-4000m.a.sl. there are two ecologicalzones, based on

differencesin vegetation:

Alpine scrub

Sub alpine forest (3400-3800m.a.s1)

The sub alpine forest consistsmainly of coniferoustrees as pine and

juniperus.The alpine scrub zone is dominatedby scrub formation

mostly decidous,and constitutesthe most importantsummer grazing

lands in the high mountainarea. Below this the hillsidesand valleys

are dry without any vegetationat all, except some places with scatte-

red grass and scrubs.

Further south as in Tangir or places where there is more precipitati-

on, forests and scrub vegetationexsist down to about 1800 m.a.sl.

Irrigationis an absolutenecessityfor people living in these areas.

The irrigatedfieldswith green trees and crops make a striking con-

trast to the dry surroundingswithout any vegetationat all. Among the

planted trees are poplar and willow most common.These areas are in

additionutilized for growing fruit includingapples, apricots,plums,

pears, grapes, peaches and cherries.Beside this potatoes and maize

are cultivated.
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3.3.8 Animal life

The wildlifeassociatedwith the high mountainzones includes:Snow

pigeon, Himalayansnowcock,Alpine cough, Royles high mountainvole,

longtailedmarmot, Himalayanibex, snow lepoard.In the alpine zones

and furtherdown to approx. 1800 m.a.s1 the wildlife includes:Hodg-

son's mountain finch, common corefinch,redmantledrosefinch,white

capped bunting,black throatedjay, magpie, white winged grosbeak,

chukor, snow pigeon, western tragopan,monal pheasant,stone marten,

large eared pika, Royles pika, Chinesebirch mouse, musk dear, Hima-

layan brown bear, black bear, leopard,lynx, woolf, markhor,Persian

wild goat and ibex.

The most common domesticanimalsare: Goats, sheep, cows, a cross

between cow and yak, horses, donkeys,ducks and fowl.

In the rivers the carp are natural.However, in some rivers and

streams there are trout introducedby man.

3.3.9 Nationalparks and reserves

During the sixties and seventies7 nationalparks, 72 wildlife sanc-

tuariesand 76 game reserveswere designatedin Pakistan.In the Nort-

hern Area there are a few large sanctuariesto protect and preserve

rare mammals such as: Black bear, brown bear, lynx, snow leopard,wolf

and differentbiotopesof birds (Table3).
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Table 3: Wildlifesanctuariesin the NorthernArea: Mammals (M) and

birds (B) (fromWAPDA):

NAME AND TYPE AREA km2 DISTRICT

Astore (M) 414,4 Diamar

Baltistan (M) 414,4 Baltistan

Kargah (M) 442,9 Gilgit

Nalter (M) 272,0 Gilgit

Daynor-Nollah(B) 442,9 Gilgit

Kilik-Minteka(B) 650,1 Gilgit

Nor-Nollah (B) 72,5 Baltistan

Nazbar-Nollah(B) 334,1 Ghizar

Pahora (B) 75,1 Ghizar

Satpara (B) 310,9 Baltistan

Sherkillah (B) 168,4 Ghizar

Tangier (B) 142,5 Diamar

Ghassi-Bowasdar(B) 370,4 Ghizar

In addition to the wildlifesanctuariesshown in table 3, there are

several game reservesand one nationalpark named Kunjerab.

The wood resourceshave to bear the pressureof the people'sneed for

heating and to some extent buildingmaterials.The forests are a

limited reservewhich in severalplaces have been totallydestroyedor

decimatedto a criticallevel. In some places the forests are to some

extent protected.

4. HYDROLOGICALBACKGROUND

In the NorthernArea there are 5 hydro-meteorologicalstations,situa-

ted as follows:Kanin Abad (Hunzariver),Dainyor (Gilgitriver), Yugo

(Shyokriver, Skardu),Kachura (Indusriver, west of Skardu) and

Doylan (Indusriver, south of Astore river). In additionthere is one

station in Naltar-Nallahand one at Nomal. Except for the station in

Naltar-Nullahall regular registrationsare done in the major rivers.
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It is importantto point out that the estimatesof low flow, maximum

flow, average flow etc. in the minor streams,seem to be uncertain.

One method in use is to measure the cross section and the gradientof

the stream and by hydraulicformulascalculatethe differentflows. On

the locationsno scales showing the water level were to be seen. No

curves or figuresconcerningthe projectswere availableto the missi-

on. In some cases the informationabout flow conditionsdiffered from

person to person. The mission'sgeneral impressionwas that especially

some figuresof low flow seemed to be too high.

The hydrologicaldata on low flow conditionsare extremelyimportant

in this area. In spring when the minimum flow occurs the need for

enough irrigationwater is criticalbecause the planting season

starts. In addition,there is always a need for water for domestic

use. On the technicalside, the choice of optimal size and type of

turbinesdependsupon the minimum flow and variationsin discharge.

• There seems to be a lack of reliablehydrologicaldata in connection

with the small scale hydro power projectsin the region. It might be

possible to collect some hydrologicalinformationabout small streams

from existingsmall hydro-powerstations.However, it is the mission's

conclusionthat in order to avoid future conflictsbetween irrigation,

domesticuse and hydro-powerproduction,the hydrologicalfoundation

must be improved.

5. SEDIMENTOLOGICALBACKGROUND

5.1 General


High sedimentyield of the rivers and streams in the NorthernArea are

due to the lack of vegetationcover, steep gradient,easily erodible

soils and rocks and active sedimentproducingprocesses.There are

considerableamountsof sedimentstransportedeach year (fig 2). In

connectionwith hydro-electricpower plants the knowledgeof the

amount,particlesize and mineralogyof sedimentsare vital. General-

ly, the bedload affects the reservoircapacityand the suspendedload

the turbines.
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.2 Quantitiesand effectsof the sediment ield

The Tarbelladam in Indus, finishedin 1974, is a good example of the

amount and consequencesof sedimenttransportin a reservoir.Building

of the world's largestearthfillingdam created the artificialTar-

bella lake. In 1975 the lake was 60 miles (110km) long. Today (1988)

the delta front is about 10 miles (17km) from the dam (fig 3). There

is a considerableamountof sedimentaccumulatedin the lake every

year (table4). The reductionin storagecapacityis considerable(fig

4) and the reservoirwill not last for too many decades to come.
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Table 4:Annual dischargeand accumulatedsedimentsin TarbellaDam

1975-86.

YEAR ANNUALDISCHARGE

106 acre feet

ANNUALACCUMULATION

106 short tons

1975 57.34 177

1976 55.02 167
1977 57.80 207
1978 69.10 324

1979 55.40 208

1980 56.20 178

1981 56.80 203

1982 48.50 146

1983 60.30 202

1984 62.20 305

1985 52.47 242

1986 59.55 239

Yearly

average

1975-86 56.73 216

(FromWAPDA, 1987)
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Fig 4 Reservoirsedimentationand loss of storagecapacityin Tarbella

Dam (1975-87).Figuresfor remainingcapacityup to October 1987

have been taken from hydrographicsurveys (fromWAPDA, 1987).

Beside the reservoirproblemsthe bedloadaffectsthe stabilityof

river beds and therebythe thalweg.Accumulationof coarse sand,

gravel and stones in intakechannelsis anotherproblem concerningthe

utilizationof water from such riversor streams.This can be solved

or minimizedby constructingoptimalintakesand sedimentchambers.

Effectsof sus nded load

The finer particlessuch as sand, silt and clay are easily carriedin

the flow and constitutethe suspendedsediments.Even if the particles

are small, the suspendedload usuallydominatesthe bedload.Because

of the low settlingvelocitythe particlesare easily transportedand

difficultto remove.These particlesreduce the water quality and

might have considerableabrationeffecton rocks and turbines.It is

known that coarserparticlessuch as sand abratemore than the fine

ones and hard mineralssuch as quartzmore than softermineralssuch

as mica. In Hasanabadthe turbineswere worn out in a few months due

to abration.There have been problemswith worn out turbinesin Tangir

too.
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Consideringthe erosionalpotentialand the heavy sedimentload in the

area, the knowledgeof the sedimentcharacteristicsmust not be neg-

lected.

Investigationsin Norwegianpower plants have shown that turbinewear

is dependenton the characteristicsof the particlesand the velocity

of water as it hits the turbineblades.The turbineabration factor

(S) is given by the relationbetween the speed of water as it hits the

turbinesblades (v), amount of sediments (Gs), the shape of the par-

ticles (r), content of quartz (q) and sandparticles(d):

S = v310-4 G rqd (Bogen1987).

The equipmentused for monitoringthe suspendedload are either depth

integratingor point integrating.A type of sampler in use is a P-63

sampler.The measurementsare locatedin the same spots as the dis-

charge registration.Commonly,measurementsare taken once or twice a

month. Due to local conditionssuch as broad rivers and often 10-15 m

rise and fall in waterlevelduring the year, there might be some prac-

tical problemsconnectedwith the implementationof an every day moni-

toringprogram.However,experiencesfrom studiesof the dynamicsof

the sediment transportprocessesin Norway have shown the importance

of frequentmeasurements.

In the minor streams there were no monitoringprograms.Even if most

of the hydropowerplants are low head projects,the influenceof sedi-

ments on the equipmentmust be taken into consideration.The mission

has made some analysesof flow-sedimentsamples collectedin connecti-

on with the site visits. The resultsare given in App. 1.

Of special interestare the resultsconcerningHassanabadwhere there

are problemswith worn out turbinblades. In this sample there was

more than 60% quartz and the mineralshad extremelysharp edges. The

characteristicsof the sedimentsindicatea high abration factor, and

thereforea risk to the turbines.The separationof sedimentsfrom

operationwater has to be consideredin connectionwith further impro-

vement of this plant.
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•4 Conclusions

There seems to be a lack of data concerningcharacteristicaand amount

of sedimentsin connectionwith hydropowerplants in the Northern

Area. The importanceof such data in planningand evaluationof the

long-termefficiencyof the turbinesmust not be underestimated.

In connectionwith a monitoringprogram,instrumentation,analysis,

calculationsand evaluationof the data, there seems to be a need of

transferof both technologyand knowledge.

Concerningprojectsincludingconstructionof weir and dams, the mea-

surementand calculationof bedload transportare essential.The

mission was told that the bedloadwas estimatedto be approx. 8-10% of

the suspendedload. Comparedwith results from Norway, this amount

seems too small. Examinationsbased on measurementsin differentNor-

wegian rivers, show that the bedloadvaries from 20-50% of the suspen-

ded load. The highest amount is measuredin glacier-fedstreams.An

evaluationof the bedload seems thereforeessential,especiallyin

connectionwith the planningof middle sized hydropowerplants in the

main rivers.
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6 DESCRIPTION OF SOME EXISTING HYDEL STATIONS

6.1 Kar ah watercourse

The existing SHP at Kargah is the only hydro electric power plant

which serves the capital of the area, Gilgit.

Data on existing power plants:

Name of station head discharge installed units commissioned

rn M/s number output(KW) year

37

61

61

43

43

43

Kargah phase 1

Kargah phase 2A

Kargah phase 2B

Kargah phase 3

Kargah phase 4

Kargah phase 5

1,47

0,57

0,76

1,20

1,20

0,79

2 Francis 320

2 Cross Flow 180

2 Cross Flow 324

3 Francis 300

3 Francis 300

2 Francis 200

1965

1978

1980

1980

1984

Firm power from these power plants varies from 50% to 70%

depending on the efficiency and available water during low flow

season. Hence the available power production during winter time

from Kargah watercourse today is 1,12 MW.

Information on new schemes in Kargah:

The turbines in phase 1 and 2 (AB) will be replaced by Chinese

turbines. Phase 3 and 4 will be replaced by a new scheme presen-

tly under construction, with the installation of four units of 1

MW each. Bywater (GB) will deliver the turbines. The discharge

will be approximately 1,6 M/s. The old power plants will be

runned during the high flow season.

This new powerplant (named phase 6) will use the same intake as

Kargah phase 5. The headrace channel for ph.5 will be enlarged to

cater for the necessary water. Because ph.5 has less capacity

than ph.6 there is planned a bypass tapping construction. Our

suggestion is that the water already in the channel should be
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utilized by constructing a new pipeline, and by replacing one of

the old units by a new and larger one. Both units in ph.5 should

be replaced by units with improved technology and metallurgy in

order to get maximum efficiency. The upgrading of ph.5 with one

unit of approximately 440 KW, refurbishing of one old unit and

the construction of a new pipeline, will cost approximately 5

million NOK. The total new output of ph.5 will be approximately

550 KW. The cost each KW is approximately 9000 NOK, which is

feasible (App.7, fig 5,6).

Upstream the intake of phase 5 power plant there is a new scheme

under construction with maximum output of 1 MW.

The two power plants under construction will be commissioned in

1989. The situation for the power generating in Kargah water-

course will be as shown in the sketch within 1989.
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More power plants upstream in the catchment area can be constru-

cted. According to our informants, there is a lake which could be

regulated to give more firm power during low flow season. There

is, however, no access roads and there is a wildlife sanctuary

for mammals in this area. The existing plants and the suggested

modifications will not lead to any further environmental con-

flicts.
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6.2 HASSANABAD hase 1 and 2 h del stations

6.2.1 General

Hassanabad Phases 1 and 2 provide the only source of electrical

supply for the west bank of the Hunza valley, i.e. the former

kingdom of Hunza. The land is intensively terraced and irrigated,

and a variety of food grains, vegetables, fruit trees and other

crops are cultivated, as well as extensive poplar plantations

along the irrigation channels for roofbeam materials. The

population is Ismali and Burushaski-speaking, with a unique

culture and great discipline and thrift. Various minor indu-

stries, and tourist developments are already under way, but

depend on the rehabilitation of electrical supplies for their

continuation.

The hydro power plants are constructed in a nullah where analysis

of flow sediments carried out by the team shows that the possi-

bility of turbine wear is great. When planning sedimentation

chambers the accumulation of these particles must be considered.

The chambers and the channel have to be constructed with this in

mind. Key-words are slow stream velocity, optimal shape of the

sedimentation chamber, knowledge of size and amount of actual

particles and their sedimentation rate.

6.2.2 Hassanabad ph.1

This power plant has not been operated for 1 1/2 years, due to a

destroyed headrace channel, caused by the construction of an

irrigation channel above in the hillside. This construction is

now completed and the refurbishing work on the power channel has

started. There is a plan for the upgradingof the powerplantby

making the channelwider and longer. The existing Francis

turbines from Drees Co (Germany) have runned in 22 years and

should be investigated for refurbishing to be used in other

schemes.
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6.2.3 Hassanabad ph.2

This is a new scheme commissioned in 1986 with two crossflow

turbines manufactured in Japan. The power plant was out of order

because the silty water in combination with high runner speed had

destroyed the runners. New runners installed five months ago were

also destroyed (Appendix 7, fig 7,8,9).

Since both power plants were out of operation, the village of

Hunza had no electricity, and there was no fast solution to the

problem. What first should be done is to get the old plant in

operation. The crossflow turbines chosen might be wrong due to

head and discharge. If new turbines,must be installed, the

planning, ordering, manufacturing and mounting will take 10-12

months. In the meantime Hunza will have no electricity available

unless a diesel unit is installed. This unit should cover the

most critical demand until Hassanabad ph.1 and 2 is in operation.

In future this unit can be used for peak power production or

cover the electric demand concerning the implementation of other

schemes mentioned in this report.

Data for existing and proposed power plants at Hassanabad:

Name of plant head discharge turbine commissioned

M/s units output KW year

Hassanabad ph.1 52 0,50 1 Francis 160 1965

Proposed scheme 67 0,85
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Hassanabad ph.2 114 0,57 2 Cross Flow 400 1986

6.3 SKARDU h del stations and SADPARA Lake

6.3.1 Sadpara Lake

The lake supplies Skardu with irrigation water an water for

domestic use. The lake is regulated 1,8m to day. There exist
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plans to regulate the lake 15 m by a new earthfill damconstru-

ction and a tap tunnel.

Steep talus and fans characterize two of the sides of the lake,

and the inlet river has accumulated a large delta. In this

connection it is important to point out at least two possible

important geophysical effects of the regulation to come:

Unstable side materials

Slides in the delta.

The lowering of water may cause changes in the pore pressure

leading to instability and slides. Regulation of the water level

up and down will result in wave erosion causing undercut in the

slopes and slides. The erosional processes will continue until a

new equilibrium is established or an armouring layer is created.

By lowering the water level, the delta, which is built up of

silty particles, will slide out due to instability caused by

changes in the pore pressure. In addition, the stream on the

delta platform will establish a new equilibrium related to

lowered watertable. Deltas consist of alluvial sediments which

are easily erodible. The result is a tremendous erosion continu-

ing for several years. This effect is known from several places

in Norway and is well documented. A side effect is all the silt

and the clay particles which are brought in suspension. Because

of the slow settling velocity, these particles will drift through

the lake and enter the irrigation and the drinking water for

several years.

Examination has shown that a regulation of more than 10 m has a

strong negative effect on the biotopes in lakes. In Sadpara Lake

it must be expected that the quantity of trout will be reduced.

6.3.2 Skardu phase 1 and 2

In SADPARA nullah there are two small hydro electric power plants

named Skardu phase 1 and Skardu phase 2.(320 KW, 640 KW).

The Sadpara Lake secure firm power during low flow season. The
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situation today is that there is available head between the lake

and the intake for Skardu ph.2. In addition there is available

head between Skardu ph.1 and 2 (approximately 15m).

The described increased regulation of the lake is justified by

the need for water for irrigation and water supply during the low

flow season. The regulation will make it feasible to utilize the

head between the lake and the intake for Skardu ph.2. This scheme

will give 4 MW additional power to Skardu. WAPDA is responsible

for the planning of the multi purpose scheme which will be

constructed in the near future.

Skardu ph.1 is running with approximately 60% efficiency, and the

power plant needs refurbishing work (App. 7, fig. 11). After the

regulation of Sadpara Lake, it is probably feasible to increase

the head for Skardu ph.1 by constructing a new intake at the

tailrace channel of Skardu ph.2, a new headrace channel and a new

power station downstream the old existing power station. In any

case, the old turbines should be refurbished. If the existing

plant is upgraded, these turbines could be utilized in nearby

schemes.

Data on existing and proposed power plants:

Name head discharge

M/s

turbine

units type KW

commissioned

year

Skardu ph.1 37 1.47 2 Francis 320 1972

Upgraded 76 2.0 ? ? 1300




Skardu ph.2A 60 1.0 2 Cross Flow 320 1981

Skardu ph.2B 60 1.0 2 Cross Flow 320 1988

Skardu ph.3




? ? 4000
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6.4 Conclusion from the information on the existin SHP

There is energy to be gained by improved maintenance and operat-

ion and by refurbishing and upgrading the old power plants.

Before new schemes are started, the work on improved utilizing of

available water in existing power plants should be started. As

earlier mentioned, very soon there will be more than 75 small

hydro electric power plants in operation in the Northern Area,

and many of them could be improved.

The team will strongly recommend that the following program is

given first priority concerning the possible contribution from

NORAD on power production in the Northern Area :

To give examples on improved intake and el/mech solutions,

refurbish and upgrade the following plants: Skardu phase 5,

Hassanabad phase 1 and 2, Skardu phase 1. This means

contribution from Norwegian industry in Norway.

Establish a workshop near Gilgit as soon as possible with

necessary facilities for proper maintenance on el/mech

equipment. Among the employees there should be at least two

trained in Norway. Preferably, they should be trained while

the equipment for the above mentioned projects is under

construction in the workshops in Norway. The Norwegian

contribution should also include two years of training at

the Gilgit workshop.
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7 DESCRIPTION OF SITES ACCORDING TO TOR

7.1 Overview

In TOR for the October mission the following sites should be

visited and evaluated for later studies:

TANGIR 1 MW Diamar District

NOMAL 1 MW Gilgit district

DARMADAR 0.5MW

MEDIAHBAD 1 MW Baltistan District

GHOWANI 2 MW

KACHURA 1 MW

From the Northern Area Public Works Department PC-1 documents are

prepared for all schemes. A questionnaire from WAPDA gives

information on sites, consumers, construction cost and feasi-

bility of each scheme. These documents are available at WAPDA and

at The Norwegian water Resources an Energy Administration.

7.2 TANGIR small h dro electric ower scheme

7.2.1 Population, cultural position and socio-cultural effects

The Tangir Valley is an isolated valley about 25 Km from Karako-

ram Highway. A narrow, jeepable road gives access to the villages

in the valley. A new road is under construction and will be

completed in the near future. Tangir composes a culturally and

socially distinct population of presently 24 000 persons. Until

recently extremely isolated, little is known of the history of

this community. Converted to Islam only some 8 generations ago by

holy leaders from Swat, the population is Sunni, and has been

constituted as a stateless society of free farmers, each house-

hold occupying a house with a fortified tower. Around 1900 AD,

Pukhtun Wali, a refugee nobleman from Yasin, was able to set up a

state in Tangir with himself as a ruler; but in 1917 the popu-

lation successfully rebelled, killed Pukhtun Wali, and recons-

tituted itself as a stateless society. Contact during British
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Indian and the first years after Pakistan's independence was

minimal; but progressively Pakistan has established civil

authority by non-violent means, and Tangir is now fully inte-

grated in the state. Currently, considerable investments have

been made in road and bridge construction, domestic water supply,

irrigation, primary education, and other public institutions.

The area around the subdistrict (Tahsil) headquarters in Shumal

has since 1982 been served by a 160 KW hydel plant which supplies

limited domestic lighting to 730 houses. Appendix 7, fig 22. The

proposed project will meet the demand from 2 000 consumers in

different villages like Shumal, Juglot and Luruk. The settlement

of Luruk is the largest with about 500 houses/4 000 persons. The

population also looks forward to establish a small workshop for

minor welding and automobile repairs, to serve the valley which

is presently without any such facility.

Production in Tangir derives from agriculture, stockbreeding and

forestry. Due to local circumstances planting does not start till

the second week of March, whereas spring meltwater starts

swelling the stream by the end of February. There is thus no

anticipated conflict between a hydel plant utilizing the whole

minimal flow of the stream, and irrigation interests. Tangir thus

scores very high in terms of socio-economic and cultural cri-

teria: the project supplies presently unelectrified settlements

which fervently desire electricity; significant benefits will

reach the whole population of woman and children as well as men;

immediate effects in economic development can be expected in the

form of electricity-powered auto-workshop and sawmill.

It can also be expected that when time comes the electricity will

contribute to reduced use of firewood and deforestation. This use

will also improve the standard of living by reduction of open

fires in the houses, as soot and smoke from lights and open fires

are a major source of inconvenience (Appendix 7, fig 15).
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7.2.2 Energy and Power Production

To cover the electric demand, the electricity must be produced in

the valley as a transmission line from a countrywide network is

unthinkable in the foreseeable future.

As the gradient of the river gives possibilities for high head

plants, it is possible to construct a 1.8 MW powerstation on the

right hand side of the river. This plant should be a multi

purpose scheme and the feeder channel should be constructed to

cater for necessary irrigation water to irrigate new land at

Luruk. On the left hand riverbank side, an even bigger plant can

be constructed. Locally they have proposed to enlarge the

existing irrigation channel to a small village. The construction

on this side will give a road to this village. This solution

should include the enlargement of the proposed channel on the

left hand side for irrigation purposes (App. 7, fig 14).

There are great boulders in the river where the intake to both

projects will be located. There is moraine/loose material in the

penstock area and powerplant area on both sites. The plant on the

right hand side, however, has a better channel site concerning

the danger of landslides, and the construction of channels will

be easier (Appendix 7, fig 13). The length of the channels will

be approximately the same. Information on hydrology is scarce and

the installation of an automatic gauging station should be given

priority. There are reasonable good sites for measurement.

The necessary construction of transmission lines will be the same

for both alternatives.
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Data on the existing and the new scheme:

Name head turbine channel output trans- distribution

discharge length mission line

line 11KV

in M/s in KW km km

TANGIR PH1 42 0.84 3416 160 19 34 (ext.)

TANGIR PH2A 135 1.6 ? 1800 ? ? (plan)

TANGIR PH2B 180 1.4 ? 2100 ? ? (plan)

By using local experience on the construction of the channel and

local workers and construction equipment, Norwegian el/mech

equipment in the powerstation, locally made transformers and

transmission lines, the worst case budget is estimated to 40 mill

NOK. Cost each KW is approximately 19,000 NOK. Cost each KWh is

approximately 2,5 NOK/KWh. The planning and construction period

will be 2 to 3 years.

7.2.3 Environmental aspects

Planned as a multi purpose scheme the new hydel project can

result in enough irrigation water to a large area of barren land

(App. 7, fig 14). There are fishes such as trout and sia fish in

the stream. Only the trout, which is introduced by man, is of

interest for the inhabitants of the valley. The building of the

powerplant will strongly reduce the discharge about 2 km of the

nullah during low flow periods in wintertime. Along this stretch

there are some deep pools where the fish can survive during this

period.

The construction of the hydel plants on the left hand river bank

requires a road to a nearby village. For access to the site a

bridge has to cross the river close to two old pittoresque

bridges in Tangir village. It is suggested that one of them are

improved by using same layout and materials. Thus this bridge can

be used as access to the new road for the hydel plant.
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The evaluation of the environmental effects of the scheme in

Tangir shows that there seems to be no serious conflicts between

the projects and the environment. Implementation of the project

may instead have positive effects on the forests and the culti-

vation of barren land. The latter will reduce erosion and

increase the cultivated area, thus giving more food for people

and livestock.

7.3 NOMAL h dro electric ower scheme

7.3.1 Population, Cultural Position and Socio-cultural Effects

Nomal is a community on the west bank of Hunza river 35 km from

Gilgit town. The population is about 4 500. The hydro electric

plant to be located there is intended to supply presently

unelectrified settlements, with an additional 4 500 inhabitants,

on the east bank. The present 108 KW hydel plant in Nomal can

supply only a minority of the houses in the community.

The community is mainly composed of settlers from Hunza and

Gilgit valleys who have arrived over the last 30 years. It is

thus about equal proportions Ismailis and Shiahs. Extensive

terraces and irrigation channels have been constructed, and the

suitable area is now intensively cultivated. The community

nucleus contains a small bazar commercial area. In the higher

part of the valley, outside the reach of electrification from the

existing hydel plant, are also some Gujar settlements.

There is presently pressure on land in Nomal, and a reluctance on

the part of established owners to sell land to recent settlers.

The new hydel scheme has one alternative which will require the

purchase of a small cultivated area as site for the powerhouse

and penstock. There is also a potential conflict of interest

between hydrogenerating use and irrigation use of water from the

nullah in the low flow months of February and March, when sowing

and irrigation have started but melting has not set in the Nomal

nullah watershed. A division of these water resources must be
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such as to secure the irrigation interests. One alternative is

to construct lift irrigation schemes to lift the necessary amount

of water from the tailrace water level to the existing irrigation

channels and operate them during low flow season (App. 7, fig

17

Electricity production from Nomal can be developed to provide

additional supply to Gilgit city. This is of great importance as

Gilgit's supply is presently inadequate, and heavily based on a 3

MW diesel generating plant. Gilgit has a pressing need for

enhanced supply, since it is a growing town and centre of

administration, commerce and industry in the region. The workshop

and maintenance facility suggested by the team (cf. 3.1.3.) to

maintain and repair the 75 hydro electric installations which

will be in operation in the Northern Area by the end of 1991,

must therefore not be allowed to infringe on domestic and

commercial supplies presently delivered to Gilgit. This can only

be avoided by developing Nomal hydel scheme to a 2 MW capacity as

part of the package proposed by the NORAD team.

7.3.2 Hydro Electric Power Production

The objective of the SHP projects is to provide electric energy

for domestic consumption and illumination of 2000 houses, and

power for small industries. About 10,000 people living in the

villages Rahimabad, Jutal, Juglote and Chilmis Das will benefit

from this project. A truckable road exist from Gilgit town to

Nomal.

The estimated minimum flow in Nomal nullah is 1.8 M/s. An

existing hydro electric powerplant of 108 KW is hardly sufficient

to meet the power requirement of about 500 consumers. This plant

utilizes a head of 33m and a flow of 522 l/s in Cross flow

turbines.

The proposed scheme from NAPWD is located upstream the existing

plant. This is planned to produce 1000 KW at a head of 90m and

discharge of 1.6 M/s. Our visit resulted in the suggestion of
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utilizing the existing feeder channel to the old power plant for

the new plant. The channel must be enlarged to cater for approxi-

mately 2 M/s. The existing intake and silting basin must be

improved and there must be constructed a new forebay upstream the

existing in the channel. A hundred meters upstream the existing

forebay there are rapids in the channel of approximately 10 m

head (App. 7, fig 1). A new underground pipeline can be con-

structed from the new forebay to the powerstation which can be

located about 300 m downstream the existing plant. It is roughly

estimated that the head can be 100 - 125 m, and with a discharge

of 2M/s the output is estimated to 2000 KW (App. 7, fig 16, 17).

The existing plant can be used during high flow season. An even

better alternative is to disassemble it and rebuilt it on

another site close to a village where no electricity is avail-

able.

In the Nomal nullah watercourse there has also been carried out

studies on a medium scaled high head hydropower scheme. According

to WAPDA this has not proved to be feasible. A high head scheme

can also be in conflict with the environment in the catchment

area.
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Data on existing and planned power plants:

Name Head Turbine discharge Output Transmissionline

NOMAL PH1 33m 522 l/s (1 unit) 108 KW 11 KV (exist.)

NOMAL PH2A 92m 15301/s (2 units) 1000KW 11 KV (planned)

NOMAL PH2B 120m 20001/s (2 units) 2000KW 11/33 KV (plan)

If a 2 MW powerstation is feasible at Nomal, 1 MW should be

transferred to Gilgit to serve new industries as the proposed

workshop for el/mech maintenance of hydro power plants in the

Northern Area. The distance is 35 km and a 33 KV line is requir-

ed. The scheme shall include all necessary transmission and

distribution systems.

As worst case, the cost of NOMAL PH2B is estimated to be 45 mill

NOK. This include local transmission line (11KV), distribution

line and step down transformers. It also include the 33 KV line

to Gilgit. It is assumed that local experience and workers will

be used. The planning and construction time will be two to three

years.The cost/KW is 22.500 NOK, and the cost/kWh is approxi-

mately 3 NOK.

7.3.3 Environmental Aspects

The new project will affect the Nomal nullah an additional 300m

compared to the existing small hydro power plant. During the dry

months, February and March, the flow in the stream will be very

small. The valley is, however, narrow and there seems to be no

vital environmental interests affected along the project part of

the stream (App. 7, fig 16).
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7.4 DARMADAR h dro electric ower scheme

7.4.1 Population, Cultural Position - Socio-cultural Effects

and Estimates of Demand.

The objective of the project is to provide electric energy for

domestic consumption/illumination of 4 500 houses of 12 nearby

villages like Sumal, Yengal, Hatoo, Damas, Ghakuch, Anwarabad,

Silpi, Yeshi and Hayim. 18 000 people will benefit from this

project.

The population is composed of Shina-speaking cultivators of Shiah

and Ismaili persuasion, interspersed with some hamlets of tran-

shumat Gujars. Agriculture is less intensive than in many other

parts and settlements are scattered and indifferently terraced;

natural vegetation is sparse and the numerous small stock are

dependent on high mountain summer pastures.

The population in this stretch of valley is presently entirely

without electricity, and in great need of this as well as other

developments. The potential for growth in the area, however,

seems limited. There is also a conflict of water use as between

irrigation and power generation in the period February-April.

There are, however, different alternatives to solve this problem.

7.4.2 Hydro Electric Power Alternatives

The site is located about 90 km from Gilgit in Ghizar valley. A

jeepable road leads up to the site, and a new road along the

valley bottom is under construction. The construction work

sometimes blocks the existing road. The construction is scheduled

to be completed within two to three years.

The project site lies across the Ghizar river on the north bank.

For the proposed project it is necessary to construct a suspen-

sion bridge and an approach road to the intake structure. The

proposed project of 500 KW will not cover the demand from 4 500

households. At least a 1 MW scheme should be proposed. The data
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for the 500 KW scheme was presented in 1985. The estimated

minimum waterflow in the nullah is approximately 1 M/s. The steep

gradient in the river makes it possible to construct a 1-2 MW

scheme in the nullah close to the main river. Further up in the

mountains it is a waterfall which could be developed for 2-4 MW.

The development of this scheme will give access road to villages

in the mountain area.

The following alternatives should be investigated:

DARMADAR 1A: Same site as the proposed project with longer

channel and higher head to produce 1-2 MW. This solution

requires the construction of a suspension bridge and an

access road to the intake site.

DARMADAR 1B: This solution has intake in the nullah close to

Darmadar village. An existing irrigation channel can be

enlarged to cater for additional 1200 l/s. The powerstation

can be constructed close to an existing suspension bridge

crossing the main river some 2 KM downstream of the

confluence of Ghizar river and the Darmadar nullah. This

solution can give approximately 1MW and requires no

construction of suspension bridge or access road. The cost

for the construction of the suspension bridge is equivalent

to the construction cost for an enlarged channel.

DARMADAR 2 : The utilization of a waterfall further up in

the nullah. This solution can give 2-4 MW and require the

same infrastructure as DARMADAR 1A, but a longer access road

has to be constructed.

Data on the different projects:

NAME HEAD TURBINE CHANNEL OUTPUT TRANS- DISTRI-

DISCHARGE LENGTH MISSION L. BUTION L.

M M/S KM MW KM KM

DARMADAR 1A 150 1.2 2 1.5 40 55

DARMADAR 13 100 1.2 2 1.0 40 55

DARMADAR 2 ? 1.0 ? 3 ? ?
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The intake in the nullah is difficult with gravels and boulders

(App. 7, fig 12). Hard rock in the riverbeds, however, can make a

weir crossing the nullah feasible. A worst case construction cost

between 30-40 mill NOk must be expected for 1 or 1,5 MW output.

The cost/KW is approximately 30.0001KW, and the cost/kWh is app-

roximately 4,5 NOK.

7.4.3 Environmental Aspects

The existing plans of construction of a hydro power plant in

Darmadar seems not to affect or be in serious conflict with the

environment. The possible alternative scheme in the mountain was

not visited.
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7.5 MEHDIABAD small h dro electric scheme

7.5.1 Population, Cultural Position, Socio-cultural Effects and

Estimates of Demand

The village Mehdiabad is presently served by an existing hydro

power plant of 108 KW. 3000 people are connected, however load

shedding occur frequent due to increase in maximum power demand.

The villages Tolti Brooq, Chatra, Katisho and Dapa, upstream

Mehdiabad town in the nullah, have a total population of 5000. So

far they have had no electricity facilities. The implementation

of the proposed scheme will together with the existing plant give

electricity to 8000 people. A regular power supply without load

shedding may uplift socio-economic conditions of the people of

the area.

The population is Shiah, and locally famed for their level of

education, both in modern terms and in traditional fields of

religious studies. Electricity is envisaged to replace watermills

for grinding flour (App. 7, fig 23) and handsaws for producing

planks for building materials, as well as for welding, workshops

and other modern developments beyond its main uses for domestic

consumption (App. 7, fig 22). There is here, as everywhere, a

strong public interest in obtaining enhanced electric power.

Winter cold is severe, and there is a great potential for use of

electricity for spaceheating and waterheating in cold season. As

in most areas, there is however a need to accommodate the

simultaneous uses of water during late winter low flow to both

irrigation and hydro electric generation.

7.5.2 The Hydro Electric Scheme

The construction site is located about 50 KM from Skardu town in

Kharmong valley on the left bank of the Indus river. A truckable

road goes up to 40 KM. The remaining distance, about 10 Km, is

jeepable.

The intake site in the nullah consists of boulders. It is located

upstream an existing watersupply and irrigation intake. Hence

the watersupply intake must be moved to the Hydel channel intake
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where a weir will be constructed. Lift irrigation schemes must be

constructed in the tailrace of the power station to deliver the

necessary water for irrigation during late winter low flow. The

channel will run through sites where landslides can occur, and

the forebay must be constructed in a steep hillside. The pipe can

be foundated on rock.

The minimum water flow in the nullah is said to be 1.1 M/s, hence

the powerstation cannot run on maximum output during low flow

periods. During low flow periods only 75 % of maximum output can

be expected. In addition, this will be reduced in late winter

when there is a need for irrigation.

Data on existing and planned schemes:

NAME HEAD TURBINE OUTPUT CHANNEL TRANSM- DISTRI-

DISCHARGE LENGTH ISSION BUTION

M M/S KW KM LINE KM LINE KM

MEHDIABAD,PH1 108

MEHDIABAD PH2 80 1.5 1000 1000 80 68

The worst case construction cost of Mahdiabad ph2 is roughly

estimated to 30 mill NOK.

The cost/KW is approximately 30.000 NOK, and the cost/kWh is

roughly 5 NOK.

7.5.3 Environmental Aspects

During low flow season, approximately lkm of the stream will dry

up, because of hydro power production, watersupply and irri-

gation. Drying up a stretch of a river will to some extent affect

the life in and around the stream. In this case, however, the

landscape and the stream itself indicate that there are no

serious conflicts in relation with the environment.
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7.6 GHOWARI h dro electric ower scheme

7.6.1 Population, Cultural Position, Socio-cultural Effects and

Power demand

Ghowari is a strip of river bank settlement along the Shyok river

80 km from Skardu town (App. 7, fig 10). Socially and culturally

similar to Mehdiabad, but perhaps with a somewhat lower level of

education, initiative and community solidarity. Since the scheme

is based on water from the main river by a long channel, there is

no serious conflict of interests between irrigation and hydro

electric uses. It is possible that the scheme can improve the

irrigation of the area.

7.6.2 The Hydro Electric Scheme

The road to Ghowari from Skardu is jeepable, but will be improved

and become truckable in the near future.

The Ghowari scheme has intake in Shyok river where the waterlevel

varies 4-5m from low flow to high flow season. The proposed

channel of 5 km will pass through villages and the forebay will

be constructed in the hillside. The head will be approximately

36m. The rapids in Shyok river at the powerstation site should be

included, thus the head will be approximately 44 m. Appendix 7,

fig 10. The scheme is planned as a 2 MW scheme, but could easily

be upgraded to 10 MW.

The intake structure will be expensive because retaining walls

must be constructed to prevent flood water to damage the channel.

The channel itself will also require land. Constructed as a 2 Mw

plant it will be an expensive scheme. A 10 MW plant would be more

feasible because there is enough water in Shyok river. A 10 MW

plant, however, has to deliver energy to Skardu. This means the

construction of a 80 km long 33 KV transmission line.

7.6.3 Environmental Aspects

Dependent on the technical solutions at the intake in Shyok

river, there might be a minor effect on natural life in the

river. This will only occur if a weir across the stream is built,
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an alternative which is unlikely. These possible negative

effects, however, can easily be compensated if they are taken

care of in the planning. The construction of a channel along the

banks of Shyok river will require land, but is expected to have

no vital effects on the environment.

7.7 KACHURA h dro electric ower scheme

The proposed project is located in Kachura village and is

situated 32 km from Skardu town. The site of the powerhouse is 1

km from the existing jeep road. Two.1 MW generating sets are

planned to be installed and the generated power will be trans-

mitted to Skardu through a 33 KV 3 phase transmission line. Here

the power will be distributed to Skardu town and nearby villages

by existing 11 KV system. This project has already been included

in the Northern Area's Annual Development Programme 1988/1989 and

is planned to be constructed by NA PWD. The el/mech equipment in

the power station has not yet been procured.

Data on the scheme:

Installed capacity two units of 1MW

Turbine discharge 1.6 M/s (each unit)

Working head 81m

Headrace channel length 750 m

Transmission line 33 KV 32 km

Estimated cost 12 mill NOK (NA PWD)

A rough worst case cost estimate (1988) including training etc.

gives a construction cost of approximately 40 mill NOK. This

proves that our cost estimate is high, and that a close co-

operation between NA PWD and the Norwegian consultant is

necessary on the other schemes. Especially NA PWD's experience on

the construction of transmission lines, roads, powerhouse and

channels is interesting. The Norwegian consultant can improve

solutions on intake, channels, pipeline and equipment in the

powerhouse.
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7.8 Conclusions

Socio-cultural effects of electrification, rough technical/

economical and environmental evaluation of each scheme leads to

the following priority :

TANGIR

NOMAL

DARMADAR

MEHDIABAD

GHOWARI

In the rural areas presently supplied, electric power for

domestic use has had a marked welfare effect, benefiting woman

and children equally with men in their daily lives. It is also a

stimulus to the development of cottage industries and small

enterprises. There is no doubt that extension to further areas

would be beneficial.

The implementation of Tangir and Nomal SHP will give the best

spin off effects thinking of electrification for the benefit of

poor people, multipurpose aspects and future maintenance of all

hydel plants in operation in Northern Area.

These two plants should also be given priority due to investment

cost and construction time schedule. From an environmental point

of view, Tangir and Nomal seems to be the best projects. Accord-

ing to NORAD's checklist for initial screening projects, Chapter

6, hydro power projects, the answer is negative to all the

questions for the five evaluated projects. None of the projects

seem to implicate serious environmental effects in their sur-

roundings. Tangir may lead to the most positive side effect by

development of barren land and a possible reduction in the

pressure on the forest reserves. There is no other electric

production alternatives to hydro power than diesel powered units.
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8 PRESENT POWER DEMAND AND POWER PRODUCTION -

THE NEED FOR MEDIUM SCALED POWERPLANTS

8.1 GENERAL

Present power demand at Gilgit city is 10 MW and connectedload

is 6 MW. The total hydel power generatedis 1.12 MW. During peak

load time, small diesel generatorslocated at differentplaces of

Gilgit town are also run. The total output of such generatorsis

0.5 MW. A new diesel generatingstation of 3 MW is constructedby

WAPDA. Of the six generatorsinstalledin this power station only

three are running during peak load time. The output available

from this power station is 1.2 MW.

To cover the connected load of 6 MW during peak load times

only 2.82 MW is available for the moment.

Of the totally availablepower, 1.7 MW is produced from diesel

generatorunits, which is very costly. One unit of energy

generatedthrough diesel generatorscosts more or less 1.1 NOK

and the revenue per unit is 0.1 NOK only. It is thereforenot

advisableto operate the diesel generatorsfor long time periods.

The only hydro electricpower of Gilgit is produced from KARGAH

watercourse.In 1989 another two SHP plants will be commissioned

producinga total of 5 MW.

These new schemeswill not cover the present demand of Gilgit

city. There are plans for more shops, workshops (welding,car

repair), street lightning,electric heating to reduce the need

for firewood,electric facilitiesin domestic use as refriger-

ators, televisionetc. Thus the power demand in the near future

is much higher than what can be coveredby the implementationof

small hydel plants. A strongerutilizationof the nullahs for

hydro electric generatingcan some places be in conflictwith

wildlife or other environmentalconservationplans. It is

thereforenatural that NA PWD and WAPDA are looking for a chance

to constructmedium scaled hydro power plants in order to meet

the power demand of the area.
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A survey of the domestic, commercial and industrial demand in the

Northern Area indicates a total requirement of about 78 MW

electric power. At present 8.5 MW electricity is generated by the

existing 40 small/mini hydel stations. 35 small hydel projects

are under construction. These will generate an additional power

of about 22MW by 1991. Hence, to meet the power demand, it is our

opinion that the construction of only small hydel schemes will be

insufficient.

There are limitations concerning the use of power in the whole

area, and there are several suitable sites for power plants with

output 10-20 MW. The capital of the area, Gilgit city, should

have first priority when it comes to the construction of a 10-20

MW plant.

8.2 H dro Electric Power Schemes in GILGIT River.

8.2.1 The Hanzal Medium Scaled Hydro Electric Power Scheme.

Hanzal is located 15 km upstream Gilgit on Gilgit river. A

shingle truckable road leads to the site.

A feasibility study has been carried out by WAPDA. The result is

presented in GILGIT HYDRO POWER STATION, PUBLICATION NO 260 dated

January 1982. The conclusion is that the scheme is not feasible.

It was planned with a large intake dam where the damsite consists

of loose moraine, and landslide on the left riverbank could occur

(App. 7, fig 21). A 3 km channel would lead the water to a power-

plant on the surface. Output during wintertime was estimated to

6MW, and 18 MW during summertime.

Local interests have thought of a less sophisticated project with

only a small weir crossing the river. This project could give 6-

10 MW output.

The head for both projects is 25-35m and the minimum flow in

Gilgit river is 32 M/s. Hence the channel has to cater for at

least 40 M/s, which means a cross section of approximately 50

square meter.
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The implementation of the scheme will dry up the river over a

distance of approximately 3,5 km during low flow periods in

wintertime. A medium scale scheme like this will cause less

damage than the combined effects of several small scale hydro

electric power schemes. The implementation of Hanzal scheme will

be an opportunity to transfer knowledge on effects which require

interdisciplinary work connected to middle sized run of the river

low head hydro power plants. Actual subjects are effects on

biological life in rivers, sedimentation, wave erosion and

effects on the surroundings when new land is submerged.

8.2.2 Alternative Sites in GILGIT River.

There are other more promising sites upstream Hanzal and down-

stream Gakuch in Gilgit river. App. 7, fig 20 shows an interes-

ting site. Since there is solid rock on both riverbanks, it is

technically feasible to construct a small concrete dam. A hydro

power plant should utilize the head in the river oxbow by a

headrace tunnel and a tailrace channel.

The same comments on environment is given to this site as to the

Hanzal site.

8.3 The PARRI Multi Pur ose Scheme.

As shown on the sketch, the Parri scheme utilizes the water from

Sai Nullah to Gilgit river. The aim of the project is to carry

irrigation water to 20 000 acres of land to be cultivated and to

produce power for electrification of Gilgit valley.

Parri forms a large, high terrace by the Indus and was the site

of the first overnight stage for the old Kashmir-bound caravans

out of Gilgit. Originally devoid of water, it was in 1937

provided with a long channel from Sai nullah for drinking water,

in 1956 expanded for partial irrigation of the land. The set-

tlement is small and mixed, includingalso Khirgiz refugees from

Sinkiang. There are still large land areas (20 000 acres) of dry

land, and equally large level areas of dry land across the Indus



(App. 7, fig 19). Water from a medium scaled hydro power plant

placed high up on this terrace could be reused for irrigation;

otherwise there might be a conflict of interests between irri-

gation and hydro electric use in the months of low flow of the

Sai nullah water source during February-April.
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The scheme consists of an intake structure in Sai nullah, a 1 km

long diversion tunnel to a possible site for a reservoir, and a

pressurepipe from this site to the top of the irrigationarea

(about 250m above Gilgit river).
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As the estimated minimum flow in Sai nullah is 1.9 M/s and the

head is 500 - 700 m depending on the alternatives, the firm power

without a reservoir will be approximately 7MW. Because the tunnel

can cater for a large amount of water, it is possible to produce

18 MW during the high flow season. The water which is not needed

for irrigation can be utilized in a second power station situated

at the bank of Gilgit river, giving another 4 MW. This scheme

includes an intake in the tailrace channel from Parri 1 and the

construction of a pipeline to utilize the head of approximately

250m to Gilgit river.

This second scheme can give power for lift irrigation schemes to

irrigate large areas of dry land across the Indus river using

water from Gilgit river (App. 7, fig.19).

The scheme will dry up the Sai nullah for a long distance (App.

7, fig 18), and it seems to have many elements known from

Norwegian hydro power developments. Examination of the environ-

mental effects of this project has to be interdisciplinary and

seems to give a good opportunity for training and transfer of

knowledge.

A feasibility study has been carried out by WAPDA on the Parri

scheme. China and Canada have been interested in the scheme which

will cost approximately 300 mill NOK. Norwegian knowhow is

considerable in this type of scheme. We therefore suggest that a

Norwegian consultant should carry out a review of the existing

plans.

8.4 Conclusions

A continuous development of small scaled hydro power schemes to

meet the future demand of electricity in more populated areas

like the town of Gilgit (approx. 60 000 inh.) may lead to more

severe environmental effects. The low flow during winter and

early spring limits hydroelectric output. The number of peren-

nial streams in the Gilgit area are few. This means that several

small schemes have to be constructed in each of them and the
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pressure on each perennial stream system will increase. Sooner

or later these developments may threaten the wildlife and bird

biotopes in more fertile zones of the mountains.

To meet the power demand in populated areas like Gilgit, the

development of medium scaled power plants (10-20 MW) appears

therefore to be a better solution than the building of the

required number of small plants.

Hanzal and Parri projects are examples of medium scaled schemes

in the Gilgit area. Hanzal is a low head project in the Gilgit

river, while Parri is a high head multipurpose project in a

tributary to the Gilgit river. The environmental effects of

these schemes are unknown and the conflicts may be greater than

for each of the small ones considered separately. There is,

however, within WAPDA a wish for transfer of both knowledge and

training in the environmental field. These projects will provide

such an opportunity.
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9 VISIT TO PAKISTAN ENGINEERING COMPANY (PECO) 22-10-88

PECO is a state enterprise situated in Lahore. They are producing

steel pole structures for transmission lines from 11 KV up to 500

KV. Most of the steel pipes for Small Hydro Power stations is

produced by PECO. They are producing all kinds of pumps and

electric motors. They also have some experience in producing

turbines, especially Francis turbines. Ten years ago they co-

operated with DREES company in W. Germany in a large programme

which was called "the one hundred small hydro project". 50% of

the turbines were produced by PECO. All the turbines were small

with a maximum head of 45m.

PECO can carry out any kind of welding work, and has produced

flywheel, draftubes, dam gates etc.

At PECO-KOTLAKHABAT WORKS (producing gates, transmission poles)

the manager of structure division is Mr.Syed Sohail Hasnat.

At PECO- BADAMI WORKS (turbines, pumps, motors etc.) the General

manager is Mr. Abdul Wahid Rana. Phones off: 286236, telex:44750

PECO Pk.



APPEND1X 1

SMALLHYDROPOWERMISSIONTOPAKISTAN
TERMSOF REFERENCE

BACKGROUND

In March 1988 NORAD sent a delegationto Pakistanto evaluatepossible
Norwegianparticipationin ruralelectrificationdevelopmentin Paki-
stan. One of the conclusionsis thatNorwayshouldassistPakistanin
the planningand developmentof smallhydro power (SHP)plantsin the
NorthernRegion,Gilgit,Diamarand Baltistandistricts.

Based on the recommandationsin the draftmissionreportfrom April
'88, and commentsmade by NORAD'sBoard of Directorshas been decided
to definethe projectfurtherby sendinganothermissionto Pakistan.
Togetherwith representativesfromWAPDA the mission'saim is to
improveNORAD'sbackgroundfor decisionmakingand to prepareTOR and
bid documentsfor consultencyservicesfor the implementationof two
or threeof the six PakistanidentifiedSHP-projects.

SCOPEOF WORK

The visitwill be organisedand headedby the NorwegianResidentRe-
presentativeto Pakistan,Mr. Per Skogstad.The other missionmembers
will be:

Mr. ToroddJensen,HydroPowerEngineez
Mr. FredrikBarth,ProfessorSocialAnthropolgy
Mr. SverreHusebye,M.Sc.PhysicalGeography

The missionshallbe carriedout in fullunderstandingand participa-
tion from WAPDAor any otherrepresentativeassignedby the Pakistan
authorities.

The missionshallduringthe stay in Pakistandeal with the following:

Meetingswith WAPDAin order to discussand evaluatethe PC-II do-
cumentson the six SHP-projectsin question. '

Togetherwith representativesfromWAPDAundertakea site visit to
the six SHP-projectsin NA and discusslogisticsetc. with NAPWD.

Socio-cultureland environmentalaspectstogetherwith a techni-
cal/economicevaluationshallbe the main issuesfor the project
selection.

Basedon the giveninformation,discussionsand site visitstry to
reducethe numberof SHP-projectswhichshouldbe includedin the
TOR for laterNorwegianconsultancyservices.

Togetherwith WAPDAwork out and agreeupon TOR and costs for the
feasibilitystudyas well as mode of implementationfor the selec-
ted projects.The TOR shouldtakecare of the need for transferof
technologyduringthe planningand the constructionperiod.

The missionshallseek clarificationon the organizationalaspects
in Pakistanof the Norwegianassistance,both in respectof support
to the nationalprogrammeof electricalgrid extensionand to the
SHP-projects.

The TOR for the implementationof the SHP-projectsand a written
reportfrom the mission,shallbe presentedin Englishlanguagenot
later thanNovember5th 1988.

PAGE
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6 PAGES

List of meetings:

date time

11/10 0930-1030

11/10 1330-1530

12/10 0800-1230

meeting with / visits to

WAPDA General Manager Hydel

MR.SAEED AKHTAR NIAZI

WAPDA

Chief Eng.Hydel, Mr.MUHAMMAD ZAKRIA

Deputy Director,Hydel,

Mr.SHAEID HUSSAIN

WAPDA. Mr.S.HUSSAIN

Miss.BUSHRA PARVEEN

Research officer (environment)

Hydro Electric Projects

These first meetings in Lahore were general meetings were the

purpose of our mission was explained. WAPDA's policy and interest

in the six named projects were discussed. It was focused on spin

off effects by implementation some of the hydropower schemes and

the possible contribution from local contractors and Pakistan

relevant industry. The need for practical training of WAPDA

engineers was emphasized, as well as the chance to give practical

training to those who had attended the one year Norwegian Hydel

course at Norwegian Technical Highschool.

No maps were available to give sufficient information on poten-

tial head and size of catchment area. The maps are restricted of

political reasons. They will, however, be available for each site

when the planning works starts.

13/10 1600-2100 WAPDA representative Gilgit

Mr. ABDUL WAHID

Visit the new 3MW diesel generating

station.

Mr. A.WAHID is besides being the WAPDA representative also the

head of the construction of the 4MW scheme at Kargah.



14/10 0900-1030 NORTHERN AREA PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

GILGITA (NAPWD)

Chief Engineer

Brigadier NAJEEB ULLAH KHAN,

Superintending Engineer,Gilgit Circle

Lt.Col JAWAID AHMED

Superintending Engineer (Works)

Chief Eng.'s office

Lt. Col RASHID AHMAD

Executive Eng. Water&Power Division

Gilgit

Mr. SULEMAN WALI KHAN

Executive Eng. (Works)

Chief Eng. office

Mr. ALI AMAN SHAH

Executive Eng. (E&M) Chief Eng. off.

Mr. MIHAMMAD NABI

Assistant Executive Engineer (civil)

Ghizar Division

Mr. MUHAMMAD BASHIR

Resident Engineer (HEP) WAPDA Gilgit

Mr. ABDUL WAHID

The meeting with the Chief Engineer and his staff gave a brief

introduction to the situation in the Northern Area concerning

electricity production, demand, maintenance problems and availa-

ble local workforce. The existing small hydro power plants,

transmission and distribution net required heavy maintenance work

which stressed the people employed. Concerning the development of

small hydel plants planning, construction and operation is

carried out by NAPWD. There is local knowledge on hydrology,

sedimentation, el/mech. equipment, civil works and land survey.



14/10 1100-2000 Visit the plants existing and under

construction in Kargah watercourse.

Visit Nomal project site and the

existing plant at Nomal.

15/10 0830-1200 Visit The PARRI MULTIPURPOSE SCHEME

Power station area and Sai nullah.

1200-2000 Visit Hassanabad small hydel plants

phase 1 and 2 in Hunza.Meeting with

Executive Engineer Hunza division

Mr.DARVESHALI

16/10 0800-2300 Visit to Darmadar project site.

Meeting with Chizar Division

Mr. ALI AHMED JON

Mr. MUHAMMAH BASHIR

Mr. TAJWAR KHAN WAZIR

17/10 0800-1500 Gilgit - Skardu

	

1500-2130 Site visit to Skardu hydel plants

phase 1 and 2. and Sadpara lake.

Meeting with NAPWD Skardu

Superintending Engineer Baltistan

Circle

Lt.Col SAIFUR REHMAN

Executive Engineer Water & Power

Division

Mr. NASIR ALI

18/10 0700-1400 Visit to Mehdaibad and Gowari hydel

schemes

1400-2100 Skardu - Chilas



19/10 (700-1000 Meeting NAPWD Chilas

Chief Engineer NAPWD

Brigadier NAJEEB ULLAH KHAN

Superintending Engineer

Colonel MUMIR AFGAL

Executive Engineer Water & Power

Division Chilas

Mr. JUMA SAEED

In this meeting our conclusions so far were discussed. The

meeting concluded that it is a must to improve the maintenance

procedure of the existing hydel stations, and that the implemen-

tation of a mech/el workshop to carry out maintenance work should

be given priority. To meet the energy demand from people presen-

tly without electricity and the demand of the capital in the

area, Gilgit, it is necessarily both to develop local nullahs and

the main rivers for energy production. As regards medium scaled

power plants, the NAPWD would give priority to studies on the

Gilgit river. The argument was that this river could give the

electricity to cover the demand during wintertime without serious

environmental damages. It would also imply solutions with

possibilities for the utilization of present local knowhow and

workforce. The technological solutions on construction and

equipment which have to be introduced would not be too far a

step.

1000-1700 Visit to Tangir valley and the

possible sites for a 2 MW hydel scheme

Meetings with:

Sub divisional officer

Mech/el engineer

BDR division NAPWD

Mr. SHER DIL

SDO Darrel/Tangir

Civil Engineer



1700-2100

20/10 0800-1400

21/10

22/10 0800-1300

Mr. GHIAS KHAN

Tangir - Besham

Besham - Islamabad

Islamabad - Lahore

Meeting WAPDA

Chief Eng. MUHAMMAD ZAKRIA

Director Hydro electric project

Engr. M. A. A. NOMANI

Deputy Director

Mr. SHAHID HUSSAIN

Research Engineer

Miss. BUSHRA PARVEEN

In this meeting we discussed our conclusion and we got infor-

mation on the PARRI multi purpose scheme and the HANZAL (Gilgit)

scheme. We also got information on hydrological, sedimentations

and environmental problems in the Northern Area. TOR for

possible Norwegian Consultant were also discussed in principal.

It was appreciated that the team would work for spin off effects

of the Norwegian contribution to improved electricity production

in the Northern Area. Our conclusions were met by positive

comments and it was stressed that it is a need for the mech/el

workshop at Gilgit.

22/10 1400-1600 Visit to Pakistan Engineering Company

PECO

Meetings with:

General Manager Badami Magh Works

Engr. ABDUL WAHID RANA

Manager Structure Division

PECO-Kotkakhbat Works

Mr. SYED SOHAIL HASNAT

Return to Islamabad



24/10 1000-1300 Visit to the TARBELLA dam after one

night stay in Peshavar.

Meeting with:

General Manager

Mr. RASHID A.CHAUDRY

Chief Engineer

Engr. ABDUL KHALIQ KHAN

In this meeting we got information of the transport of sediments

in the catchment area to the Tarbella dam. We also got the

sediment budget for different rivers as the Gilgit river, Hunza

river etc. The measuring methods were discussed with the Chief

Engineer, who was very well informed since the sediment problems

were his main interest. He can later be reached in the Dams

Monitoring Organization, 8C, Bahawalpur House Lahore.
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4 PAGES

VISIT NOAD TEAM
Anx-A

GILGII DISTiZICT




CAPACITY IN
KVA

NU OF GEEATING REAARKS
STS

Gilgit Phase-I

Gil,it Phase-II

Gilgit Phase-III

4. Gi1s;it Phase-IV

Dormoshko-V (Gilsit)

Juglote

Jingal

Shergillah

Nomal

400

560

375

375

250

135

125

135

135

KVA

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

2x200 KVA

1x200,1x360

3x125 KVA

3x125 u

2x125 "

lx135 "

1x125 "

1x135 "

1x135 "

KVA

10.Naltar




100 " lx100 " Required replacement.

11.Chalt




50 " 1x50 " -do-

12.Hassanabad Ph-I (Hunza) 200 " 1x200 " -do-

13.Minapin




125 " 1x125 "




14.Sumayar




125 " 1x125 "




15.Chatorkhand




200 " 1x200 "




16.11assanabad Ph-II




500 " 2x250 "




17,Danyour




200 " 1x200 "




18,Khyber




500 " 1x500 "




19,Gupis




750 " 6x125 "




20•Dudalas




750 " 3x250 "




5990 KVA
4.8 mw

200 KVA

270 "

125 "

200 "

250 "

250 "

200 "

250 "

1695 KVA

1.4

400 rmA

800 KVA

135 "

135 "

125 "

135 "

250 "

DIAAAlt DISTRICT

Chilas

Astore

Thore

Tanir

5, Darcl

6. Parishing

i;attu

Gorikot

BALTI.-;£AN DISTRICT

Skardu Phase-I

Skardu Fhase-II

hhaplu

4. Parkuta(Mehdiabad)

Sirmik

Shigar

Kachura 


lx200 KVA

2x135 "

1x125 "

1x200 "

1x200 "

lx200 "

lx200 "

2x250 "

2x200 Two gen sets required
replace:tient.

4x200 KVA

1x135 "

1x135 "

1x125 "

1x135 "

2x125 "

Tolti

Ulding

Hoshopi

Stak

. 12. Mendi

G.Total:

250 KVA

125 "

100 "

200 "

200 "

2355 KVA

2.3 11W

3.5 :1,i

2x125 KVA

1x125 "

lx100 "

1x200 "

1x200 "



VISIT NORAD TEAM An x 13

UNDER CONSTRUCTION HYDEL PROJECTS

GILGIT DISTRICT CAPACITY IN NO OF GENERA - 121:';,14"kaKS
EVA TING SETS

Danyour Hydel Project(for





additional one Unit) 200 KVA 1x200 KVA Chinese

Rehabilitation Kargah





Phase-VII 1250 " 2x625 " English

1 MW Hydel Project at





Jalalabad 1250 " 2x625 " Chinese

1 MW Hydel Project at





Nazbar (Yasin) 1250 " 2x625 "




Hydel Project at Ishkoman 1250 " 2x625 "




Hydel Project at Singal





Phase-II, 250 " lx250 " Switzerland

Hydel Scheme at Juglote 1250 " 2x250 " Yet not procured.

Hydel Scheme at Misgar





(Hunza). 200 " lx200 "




9, 1 MW Hydel Scheme Nagar. 1250 " 2x625 "




10 01 MW Hydel Scheme Phander 1250 " 2x625 "




9400 KVA





7.520 NW




DIAMAR

1. 1.5 J Hydel Project
Thack Chilas 2000 KVA 4x500 KVA 1x500 KVA Swiz made

3xTo be procured.

2. 1 MW Hydel project at






Bunner. 1250 " 2x625 " Chinese

3. 1 MW Hydel project Ph-II






Darel. 1250 " 2x625 " il

4, Loas Hydel Project. 1250 " 2x625 "







Shankargrah Hydel Project.

Hydel Scheme Gudai Astore.

250

800

"

"

1x250

2x400

"

" To be procured.

7. Hydel Scheme Harcho Astore. 300 " 1x300




" 

11




7100 KVA






5.63 mw





BALT1TAN






Hydel project Manthoka 250 KVA 1x250 KVA Swis made


 Hydel :,'roject Kayo. 125 " 1x125 " Australia.

3, Hydel Project Garboching 250 " 1x250 " Swis made.

4. Hydel project Keris 200 " 1x200 " *Japan

5, Hyde1 ProjCct Thalley 200 " 1x200 "




Hydel Project Ph-II Kachura 250 " 2x125 " Country made.


 Hydel Project Gondus 200 " 1x200 " CLinese.

3. 1 MW Hydel project at






Kharko Daghony. 1000 " 2x500 " Chinese

9. 1.5 MW Hydel project






Balagond. 1500 " 3x500 " Yet to be procnred.



VISIT NORAD TEAM
Anx C


HYDEL PROJECT IDENTIFIED FOR FUTURE
CONSTRUCTION 


S.No. Name of Project Capacity

GILGIT DISTRICT

750 KVA

6250 "


 750 KVA Hydel Scheme. Darmadar (Ghizar)

5 MW Hydel project Hanzal ( Gilgit)


 Const of 250 KVA Hydel scheme Phase-II





Sumayar (Nagar) 250 "




Const of 500 KVA Hydel scheme Pisson (Nagar) 500 "

5, Const of 1250 KVA Hydel Scheme Shergillah





Phase-II (Ghizar) 1250 KVA

6, 200 KVA Hydel Scheme Bargo (Gii3it) 200 "

7, Const of 500 KVA Hydel ScLeme Uaramosh(Gilgit) 500 "

8, Hydel project Gupis Ph-II (Ghizar) 2000 "

DIAMAD

I. Tangir Phase-II(Mangir/Diamar) 1000 "

2, Cons..tof 800 KVA Hydel Scheme Dulashber
(Astore)

BALTISTAN




800 "

I. 2 MW Hydel Scherieat Kachura 2500 "


 1 MW Hydel Scheme at Mehdiahad 1000 "


 Hydel project Gowari




4000 "


 Satpara Dam Project.




4000 "


 Const of Hydel Sc;lemeat Tolti Ph-II





(Kharmong)




250 "


 Const of Hydel Scheme at Darald Shigar, 500 "


 Const of .:"MOKVA Hydel Scheme Ganji 500 "

80 500 KVA Hydel Scheme at Hussainabad (Khaplu) 500 "

9, Const of I MW Hydel Scheme at Hargosil





(Kharmong)




1000 "





27750 KVA

22.20 MW




 1.5 MW Hydel project Dumsum 1500 KVA 3x500 KVA Chinese




1 MW Hydel project at Basho 1000 " 2x500 "





 500 KVA Hydel project Harpo 500 " 2x250 "




13, Hydel Project Niasolo 250 " 1x250 "





 Hydel Project Turmic 1000 " 2x500 " Yet to be


 Hydel project Pion 1000 " 2x500 " u




HydeI project Shiriting, 1000 " 2x500 "





 Hydel project Shigar Ph-II 1000 " 2x500 "





 Ilydel project Gole 500 " 2x250 "





10 7 20 _K V A






21.776 MW





procured.
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KVA
GUDAI 250
SHANKORGARH 250
STAK 200
NIALSO 250
KAY0 125
BARALDO
HASHOPI

500
100

SHIGAR 1000
BASHO 1000
KACHURA 250; 2000

2500; 250
SKARDU 3000; 800
SIRMIK 125
PARKUTA 135
MEHDIABAD 1000
MANTHAKA 250

500GOL 	
200KIRS 	
200THALY 	
1500BALAYGOND

KHARK00 1000
GHOWAR1 4000

135KHAPLU
TOLTI 250; 250
SHIRTING 1000
OLDING 125
HERGOSIL 1000
GUNDAS 200  
GARBUCH1NG 250  
HASANABAD 500  
S1KSA 200  
DANSAM 1500
PION 1000
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120

PHANDAR
NAZBAR
TANGIR
GUP1S
ISHKOMAN
DARMADAR
DAREL
SINGLE
CHATORKHAND
SHEROILLAH
THOR
CHILAS
KHARGA N
DORMUSHKO
HANZAL N
NALTAR
NOMAL
BARGO
CHALT
BODALAS
HASSANABAD
PISAN
MINAPIN
DAYOUR

JALALABAD
JAGLOTE
GOHARABAD
BUNAR
RATTU
GORIKOTE
BAGROTE
SUMAYAR
KHYBER


KVA

1250
1250
2500; 200
2000; 750
1250
750  
1250; 250
125; 250
200  
1250 ; 250
200  
1250; 500; 2000
4000  
250; 1250
6250  
100
250; 135
200  
125
750  
200; 500
500  
125
250  
1250
250; 135
200  
1250 
200  
250  
800  
250; 125
500

2
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KVA
MISGAR 200  
NAGAR 250  
HARAMOSH 500  
TURMIK 1000
GANJI 500

MENDI 200
40.HARCHO 800

HARPO 500
LOUS 1850
PARISHING 200
ASRORE 135; 135
BULSHBAR 800
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ANALYSESRESULTSOF SEDIMENTSFROM THE NORTHERNAREA

Mineral anal ses

The analyseswere carriedout by countingparticlesunder a stereo

microscope.An averageof 323 particleswere countedin each fraction.

In samples 1, 2 and 3 the sand fractionbetween 0.075 and circa i mm

has been analysed.All sampleshave been analysedbetween0.250 and

circa 1 mm.

The most frequentmineralsare quartz,feldspar,mica, pyroxenicand

amphibolicminerals.An unidentifiedblack, soft mineralwas observed,

particularlyin sample 3 but also in samples5 and 6. Since the mine-

ral has low hardnessit most likelyhas littleor no abrasiveeffect.

Circa 65% of sample 1 is composedof quartz.The mean for the other

samples,except number 5, is circa 45%. Sample 5 is the only one of

the 6 that containsmore feldsparthan quartz.It has not been speci-

fied which amphibolicand pyroxenicmineralswere observedbut they

all have relativelyequal hardnessand can be consideredto have rela-

tively equal abrasiveeffect.

In the group "otherminerals"circa 10 types were observed.Of these

only zircon and possiblytitaniteand epidotehave an abrasiveeffect.

The amount of these mineralsis, however,very limited.The mineral

garnet,which has a high abrasiveeffect,was not detectedwith cer-

tainty in any of the samples.

Particlesha e

The particleshape was only visuallyobserved.Quartz has in all of

the samplesa very sharp-edgedshape.Particularlysample 1 was found

to be such in this sharp-edgedquartz.The quartz appearedto be least

sharp in sample 5.The feldsparshoweda few round shapes in samples

2, 3 and 5.The pyroxenicand amphobolicmineralsvaried more in

shape. They were often found to have the shape of steras/stalksand to

be relativelysharp-edged.

Hydro-electric Pakistan



Small fragmentsof rock specieswere observedin samples 2, 4 and 5.

They were all too small to identifywith certainty.However, judging

by the mineral composition,parts of the sedimentsoriginatefrom

certain types of gneiss and others from eruptives.

Hydro-electric Pakistan



Mineral anal ses

NR PARTICLE SPECIES QUARTZ FELD- MICA PYROX- OTHER

SIZE OF ROCK SPAR ENIC

AMPHI-

BOLIC

MINER.

HASSANABAD

0.075-0.125 66.6 16.2 1.2 I2.0 4.o

0.125-0.250 66.6 17.7 6.0 8.0 1.7

>0.250 60.6 21.1 8.4 9.1 0.8

2 TANGIER19.10.88






0.075-0.125 -
42.1 27.0 3.3 25.0 2.6

0.125-0.250 37.7 34.7 - 23.6 4.0

>0.250 10.4 39.6 38.8 3.2 6.8 1.2

3 HENZELINTAKE






0.075-0.125 - 40.1 32.2 24.7 2.0 1.0

0.125-0.250 - 39.8 30.7 22.1 0.9 6.5

>0.250 36.9 33.2 26.6 0.7 2.6

4 SHINALLAH.INDUS






>0.250 5.0 53.4 25.3 5.5 9.9 0.9

5 DARMADARDOWNSTREAM






>0.250 2.4 24.4 31.8 36.9




4.5

DARMADAR






>0.250 45.0 39.9 12.0 1.2 1.9

LOC MINERAL QUARTZ FELD- MICA PYROX- OTHER

SPAR ENIC

AMPHI-

BOLIC

MINER.

PK 1




60.6 21.1 8.4 9.1 0.8

PK 2 10.4 39.6 38.8 3.2 6.8 1.2

PK 3




36.9 33.2 26.6 0.7 2.6

PK 4 5.0 53.4 25.3 5.5 9.9 0.9

PK 5 2.4 24.4 31.8 36.9 - 4.5

PK 6 - 45.0 39.9 12.0 1.2 1.9
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IMPLEMENTATIONOFPROJECTSINTHENORTHERNAREA




ACTIVITY

ProjectSchedule

1990 1991 1992

MA MJ JA SO ND JF MA MJ JA SO ND JF MA MJ




-88 1989

Dec JF MA MJ JA SO ND JF


 DecisionMDC





 PreparationTOR

for refurbishing
upgradingmission





 Missionvisit





 PreparationTOR

for KvaernerServ.





 Award of contract






 Construction
workshop






 Equipmentworkshop






Purchasing






Mounting






 RefurbishSkardu 1






Runner fabrication






Mounting






Commissioning






 RefurbishHassa-
nabad 1
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Runner fabrication
Mounting
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Commisioning
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ACT1VITY -88 1989 1990 1991 1992

Dec JF MA MJ JA SO ND JF MA MJ JA SO ND JF MA MJ JA SO ND JF MA MJ

RefurbishHassa-
nabad 2
Turbine/generator
Civil works
Mounting
Commissioning

UpgradeKargah 5
Civil works
Pipeline
Turbine/generator
Refurbish1 unit
Mounting
Commissioning

NAPWD trainingin
workshopin Norway

Supervisionworksh

PreparationTOR,
bid.dosc.for.
ConsultancyServ.

Bid preparation

Bid evaluation

ConsultancyServ.
Award of contract

Project Schedule
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ACTIVITY -88 1989 1990 1991 1992

Dec JF MA MJ JA SO ND JF MA MJ JA SO ND JF MA MJ JA SO ND JF MA MJ

Detailedstudy
Tangier
Civil work/El/Mech

Detailedstudy
Nomal
Civil work/eI/mech

Review Parri

Review Hanzal

Prefeasibility
study.
Gilgit River

Review WAPDA/NAPWD
MDC
Tangier
Nomal

Review WAPDA/NAPWD
MDC
Parri/Gilgit

Civil works Tangir

El/MechTangir

Civil works Nomal

Project Schedule



ACTIVITY -88 1989 1990 1991 1992

Dec JF MA MJ JA SO ND JF MA MJ JA SO ND JF MA MJ JA SO ND JF MA MJ

El/mechNomal

Commissioning
Tangir
Nomal

ProJect Schedule



COST FIGURES

REFURBISH/UPGRADING HYDEL PLANTS

Mission visit January 89 0

Kargah ph 5 6

Hassanabad ph 1 0

Hassanabad ph 2 5

Skardu ph 1 1


Contin encies 1


4 mill NOK

0 "
8

5 ..

5
II

8 II

Bud et Refurbishin U radin SHP lants 16 mill NOK

DEVELOPMENTOF MECH/EL WORKSHOP FOR IMPROVEDMAINTENANCE

Construction Workshop and

Equipment for the Workshop  13.0 mill NOK

Supervision two years 2  5 "

Training of Pakistan Engineers at

Workshops in Norway 1  5

Contin encies 2  0 "

Bud et Worksho 	 19 mill NOK

IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW SHP SCHEMES

TANGIR SHP, 2 MW. Transmission lines

and irrigation channel.(worst case).40 mill NOK

NOMAL SHP, 2 MW. 33 KV transmission

line to Gilgit. (worst case) 45 mill NOK

Bud et New SHP Schemes 85 mill NOK

MEDIUM SCALED HYDEL POWER PROJECTS-REVEIEW-STUDIES

The Parri Multi Purpose scheme.

(Review of plans) 0  8 mill NOK

The Hanzal Low Head Hydel Scheme

Gilgit River..(Review of plans)...0.5 "

Alternatives in Gilgit river

Pre Feasibility study 1  7 "

Bud et medium Scaled H del schemes 3 mill NOK

TOTAL BUDGET RURAL ELECTRIFICATION PROGRAMME 	 123 mill NOK



BUDGET 1989

THE FOLLOWING FIGURE SHOWS USE OF MONEY IF THE PROGRAMME IS

ACCORDING TO OUR RECOMMENDATIONS AND UPSTARTING SUMMER 1989

WORKSHOP 12.0 mill NOK

VISITS / TRAINING (WORKSHOP) 
 2 0 "

VISITS TO NORWAY. PARTICIPANTS FROM




WAPDA AND NAPWD 
 0 3 "

REFURBISH/UPGRADE PROGRAMME 
 5 0 "

DIESEL UNIT TO HUNZA, AND 33 KV LINE




GILGIT - NOMAL 
 1 7 "

CONSULTANCY SERVICES TANGIR NOMAL 
 4 0 "

BUDGET 1989 
 25.0 mill NOK

Altering the programme will be possible at several stages

according to available budget or new information.



COST FIGURES

REFURBISH/UPGRADING HYDEL PLANTS

Mission visit January 89 0  4 mill NOK

Kargah ph 5 6 0 "

Hassanabad ph 1 0 8

Hassanabad ph 2 5 5 fl

Skardu ph 1 1 5
IS

Contin encies 1
 8

Bud et Refurbishin U radin SHP lants 16 mill NOK

DEVELOPMENTOF MECH/EL WORKSHOP FOR IMPROVEDMAINTENANCE

Construction Workshop and

Equipment for the Workshop  13.0 mill NOK

Supervision two years 2  5 "

Training of Pakistan Engineers at

Workshops in Norway 1  5

Contin encies 2  0 "

Bud et Worksho 	 19 mill NOK

IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW SHP SCHEMES

TANGIR SHP, 2 MW. Transmission lines

and irrigation channel.(worst case).40 mill NOK

NOMAL SHP, 2 MW. 33 KV transmission

line to Gilgit. (worst case) 45 mill NOK

Bud et New SHP Schemes 95 mill NOK

MEDIUM SCALED HYDEL POWER PROJECTS-REVEIEW-STUDIES

The Parri Multi Purpose scheme.

(Review of plans) 0  8 mill NOK

The Hanzal Low Head Hydel Scheme

Gilgit River..(Review of plans)...0.5 "

Alternatives in Gilgit river

Pre Feasibility study 1  7 "

Bud et medium Scaled H del schemes 3 mill NOK

TOTAL BUDGET RURAL ELECTRIFICATION PROGRAMME 	 133 mill NOK



BUDGET 1989

THE FOLLOWING FIGURE SHOWS USE OF MONEY IF THE PROGRAMME IS

ACCORDING TO OUR RECOMMENDATIONS AND UPSTARTING SUMMER 1989

WORKSHOP 12.0 mill NOK

VISITS / TRAINING (WORKSHOP) 
 2 0 "

VISITS TO NORWAY. PARTICIPANTS FROM




WAPDA AND NAPWD 
 0 3 "

REFURBISH/UPGRADE PROGRAMME 
 5 0 "

DIESEL UNIT TO HUNZA, AND 33 KV LINE





GILGIT - NOMAL 
 1 7 "

CONSULTANCY SERVICES TANGIR NOMAL 
 4 0 "

BUDGET 1989 25.0 mill NOK

The budget for 1990, 1991, and 1992 will be approximately

35 mill NOK each.

Altering the programme will be possible at several stages

according to available budget or new information.
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Cascade in feeder channel for Nonal hydel power plant.

Example of intake. Kargah, phase 1.



Pakistand Engineering Company, PECO. One of the lorries is ready
for transportation

The roads to the construction sites normally are not truckalle.
Hence heavy equipment has to be transported by tractors.



5

K2Tgah Phase 5, 200 kWi.Can be upg aded to 550 kW.

6

Intake KaTgah, phase 5 and 6.



7

Hassanabad Phase II, 400 kW

Hassanabad Phase II.
Commisioned 1986.
Runners destroyed twice
caused by sand and high
runner speed.
1500 RPM
H ca 113 m
0 c.a9 x 0.28 m-is

;.j./



10

Ghowari Evdel Scheme 2-10 MW, A 5 km long channel has tobe con-
structed on the left river bank (Shyok River).

11

Skardu phase 1. Refurbitffent of Francis-runner is needed.



Intake conditions for Darmadar small 1.vdro-electricpower scheme.

Site for power station Ta

13



14

W

The settlement of Luruk, Tangir. An irrigation channel is con-
structed in the hillside. The main channel from the river,
however, cannot cater for the necessary amount of water for the
wuole diea.

15

The interior of a
traditional
Soot and smoke from
lights and open
fires are a major
source of incon-
venience



Noma_ nullah downstream existing hydro-power intake,

Nom<11downstream site for the new power plant,

16
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Intake site for another more promising medium scaled hydel
scheme upstrean Hanzal in Gilgit River.

2 1

intake site for medium scaled Ranzal low head bydel scheme.
6-10 MW, Gilgit River.



The available power is limited. For domPstie use 100-500 W is
available for each house. The power is used for illumination.
The wirering is carried out by trained.personell- The installa-
tion fee is 40 NOK., -4rldthe energv is available at 0.10 NOK/kWh.

Water is also used to operate flour
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